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•'P; A P. T_I.
GENERAL^_OUTLINE OF OP EPAT IONS .
^ ARNHEM _area.

__________at_tnLch_e_d_G-_- M^^J-^^J_ '- a n
S ITUH.V IQM PRT3R TO THE OPERAT.ION.

By mid-September,1944, SECOND BRITISH Army had
1.
reorganised after 'their rapid,, advance to the BELGIAN
frontier an<3'wer,e ready for further advances.
The intention of SECOND Army was to advance north
. cross the MAA cr> V/A'AL and rEDER'RIJK, fora a strong,' bridge
head north of ARNHEM and continue operations north Into
HOLLAND arid east against the REICH." The main axis of the
advance was to be EINDHOVEN - GRAV^ - NIJMEGEW - ARNHEM.
This axis W--S allotted to 3O Corps.
It was thought'that'the enemy must still be dis
2.
organised -.after his long and hasty retreat from south of
the R.' SEINE and that, thouprh there might be numerous
small boqies of enemy in the area, he would not; be ca.T.j.Mole
of organised, resistance, to any great -extent.
It was kno^n that, although the airfield at DEELEN,
3;
7285 vtm.B not in use, there was a very heavy concentration
of flak in .its vicinity . and ' in ARNHEM: it-self.
_OB JECT_OF_JTHE_OPEf1A__

4.'

The airborne force available consisted of :HQ "^ritish Airborne Corrss
1 British Airborne Division
82- US Airborne Division ( ' - '
1O1 US Airborne Division
1 Polish Para. Bde G-roup

.

5. . . The task' of the force was to capture and hold the
crossings over the can -Is and rivers, which lay on 3O
Cor-os ' -'axis of adv.ance from' inclusive ETFDHOVEN to
inclus ive . ARKHEti .
6.-.f , The task of 1 Airborne' Division (with 1 Polish
Para Bde G-D und^er command) was to canture the "bridges
at ARNHEM .and to establish a bridgehead round them, so
that formations of,3O Corps and SECOND Army could pass
through without delay on their advance northwards.
82 (US) Airborne Division was to c.Hrsture the
7.
crossings at NIJMEGEN and' GRAVE arid to .hold ,the high
ground between ' WTJMEC- -EN . ,-nd G-ROESBEEK. " KQ,' British"
Airborne Corns was' ..to . land with 82 (US) Airborne' Division.
1O1 (US) . Airborne Division were allotted the t.-<s.k
8.
EIMDHOvsi-j
-tnd defiles
the bridges
seizing
of
' '
, 'between'
'
GRAVE. ' '':'.."
AND PP'EPARAT ION .'
The
9.
received
ging' the
by

" '

'

'

'

'

'

first notification of .the opera.tion was
'on 1O Sen 44, when a' urevious -'operation erivisacapture of 'the bridges at ARKHEI/I , NIJMEGEN ano
1 Airborne Division with 1 Polish Para, Bde Gr>
_ R TT n -Q T?_JP_____

..... /under

under comm.--.nr' was cancelled.
The Inf orrn-< t tori obt.--.imd
Tor the cancelled operation was of considerable value
when planning: Operation i.iARKET.
1O.
At that time unit" of 1 Airlanding Bde and Divi
sional Troops wore in transit camps beside the airfields
of 38 and 46 G-roups R.A.r.
1 and 4 Para, 3des, rrith
parachute elements of Divisional Troop? , were in normal
locations in the GR^NTHAM area, whence they could, mo " <=>
direct to the northern p-roup of . irfields belnp- used by
the US 9th Troop Carrier Command.' ' 21 Independent Para
Coy were at the 38 Group R.A.F. Station at FATRFORD,
which was providing- the pathfinder aircraft.
11.
A tac Div HCi was established vr th HQ, Airborne
Corr>s at MOOR ?ART< .
12.
The Divisional. Commander issued his verbal orders
to thfi Dlv 'O 1 Group at I/IOOR PAR" at 17OO hours on .12
Sep 44.
The same evening- information T"as received that
D D.-iy woulr1 be 17 SOT? 44.
13.
Certain read Juqtments in tra.nsit c^tnps, con -eouent
on n, frep,h allotment of gliders and troons to .-lirfields
vre're carried out on 12 Sep.
Gliders v»rn lo-^ried, and
briefing- of troops begran on 15 Sop.
14.
On 14 Sep the Divisional Cowaandflr , accompanied
by the CRa , visited the thr^R ^ripade Commanders and
Commander 1st Polish Para' Bde G-p and co-orr'ina,ted. any
outst.".nd inp- points in the plan.
OUTLINE FLAN.

15.
It is appropriate to outline here the details of
the plan.
The operation "'as to be carried out in three
lifts on three consecutive days, weather permittinp-.
16.
The availability of aircraft and gliders by lifts,
r-,nd the troops to be carrier in each lift , were as
follows:
(a) Fl r^s t_ Llf _t,
12 Pathfinder aircraft of 38 Group
R.A.F, (Stirling-s).
143 C.47 Parachute aircraft of US 9th
Troop Carrier Command..
358 Tug; Aircraft of 38 and 46 Groups H.-.i.F.
(Stirling-s, Albnrmarles , Halifa-'-es .",'nd
C.47s). .
345- Horsa gliders.
13 Hamilc^r. p-liders.
These carried :Tac Div HQ,.
1 Airlanding- R^cce Snn.
1 Airlanding Llpht Reg-t,. RA.

1 A tk Bty, RA.

1 Para San H.S.
9 Fd Coy RE,
1 Pnra Bde.

..... /I Airland in p.-

P ag e 5
1 Airlanding Bde (less certain sub-units).
16 Para Fd. Ambulance.
'
181 Airlanding- Fd Ambulance. '
(b) Second JLift.
126 C.47 Parachute aircraft of US
9th Troop Carrier Command.
3O1 Tug .--i.ircrR.ft of 38 and 46 Groups R.A.F
SS4 Horaa g-liders.
17 Hamilcar g-liders.
'
These carried :
4 Para Bde.
2 A tk Bty, RA.
One Bty 1 Airlanding: Light Regt , RA .
4 Para Son RE.
'
133 'Para Fd Ambulance.
Balance of Divisional Troor>s and 1
Airlanding- Bde.

-

Re-supply (35 aircraft)".
114 C.47 Parachute aircraft of US
9th Troop C.arrier Command..
35 Tup aircraft of 38 Group R.ji"."F.
35 Horsa p-liders .
These carried

:-

1 Polish Para Bde Gp (less its Ligrht Bty).
17.
In the first lift 1 :Para Bde hac as their first
responsibility the capture of the ra-iin road bridge in
ARNHE'M , second priority the capture of tho ponuoon
"bridg-e at 738774.
1 airlanding- Bde were to protect
the DZ and LiZ area until the arrival of the second
lift on D -K 1 , then to concentrate and form a perimeter
defence line on the western outskirts of ARixFH Eii .
18.
4 Para Bde, In the second lift, were to move
eastwards and continue the perimeter line along: the
higrh prround just north of ARNHEM , linking- up
Para p-de on the main road ARNKEM - A^E
19.
1 Polish Para Bd.« Ot>, in the third, lift, were to
land south of the river immediately oiDnosite ARNHEM,
cross the river by the m<In bridg-e and occupy a position
on the eastern outskirts of ARNHEivi.
20.
It was thus Intended to form a firm bridgehead
round ARNHEM 'with a false front position and standing:
patrols pushed well out in front of the main nosltlon.
21.

All landings were to take place in daylight.

INITIAL FLIO-HT AND

2S.
The "feather on Sunday morning:, 17 Sep, <"as suitable
,»<.lthoug;h there was broken cumulus from 5OO to 15OO or
2OOO f.t . This eventually cleared after passing: over the
.... ./Enp-lish

3 E C n E T
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-

-

'

'

English cortst and thereafter it was fine extent for s
haze.
23.
The route taken by 38 Group and. 46 Group aircraft
from their airfields in Oxfordshire ^nd n loucestershire ,
was first westwards over the Bristol Channel then, after
M 18O turn back over- the airfield aren , to H-iTFIELD;
thence north east to .about O^F^RD NESS, where -ch<^ column
crossed the coast.
24.
Parachute aircraft from the 9th Trooo Carrier
Command airfields in the O-R^NTHA-t area flew south east,
and passed, over the const at the same place behind the
g'lider force.
25.
The air -column crossed the Dutch Coast at a ooint
on the island of OVER FLAKEE , then flew eastward , south
of the river IviAAS , to a r>oint south of HERTOC-ENBOSCH ,
where the column for AHNHEM . turned north east and crossed
the rivers r/L'UiS and NEDER RUN.
Very little flak w a s
encountered, thouph rising columns of smoke in one or
two places gave evidence of effective action by the
escorting: bombers and fig-inters.
26.
Both gliders M nd parachute landing's were accomplished
practically without o-opos ition , and. almost 1OQ$> on the
correct LZ and DZ commencing' at 13OO hrs .
G-lider landings
took, place before the parachutists dropped.
Casualties
on the LZ and DZ were slight, concentration in rendezvous
was nuick and units moved off from BO% to lOO^o stronp;.
The time taken to concentrate was below, and. the higrh
percentage arrlvlrip at rendezvous far g-reater than, any
thlnp so far achieved, on any exercise or operation.
OPERATIONS r OF THE FIRST LIF? UP TO 15OO Mrs , IS SEP .
27.
The division.-".! operations up to 15OO hrs D -» 1
were split into two separate t)arts :( r> ) The capture and hold inp of the north end
of the main ARNHEH road brldpe by elements
of 1 Para B"d.o.
(b) The operations of .that part of the Division,
less 1 Para Bde , which landed in the first
lift..
28.
This split was inevitable ovrlnpr to the necessity
of dispersing the air landing bns to puard the LZ and
DZ for" the second lift on D -» 1.
29.
The plan of Commander, 1 P^ra R de "'as for 2 Para
Bn to capture the bridp-e , moving? via HEELSUM along- the
road, running- close to the north bank of the R. RHINE.
This Bn to hold the south end of the bridge and the north
end, facinp west and. north west.
3 Para Bn- was to move
vi;-, the road HEELSUM - ARNKEM to assi-st 2 Para Bn by
approaching* the bridgre from the north, then to assist in
holding1 the north end of rhe bridgre by facing- north east
and east.
1 Para Bn was to move on orders of Bde HQ ,
when it was clear that 2 and 3 Para Bns were satisfac
torily launched .-->"nd was to occupy the hig:h ground Just
north of ARHHEM.
-S-E_JL_B_ELJC_

..... /The

S E 6 S £ T_
Pap'e 5

of

_
?_ by

By 153O hours "17 Sep, '2 Para Bn had moved
Actlon of 2 Para SO.
off from their rendezvous at HEELSUM 6477, with
Bn on D Day
A Coy leaning, along the road HEELSUM - OOSTERBEEK
7O78 - 'ARNHEM.. They advanced ^about two miles
before meeting opposition in the form of MG- and
Mortar fire." This was circumvented by a, move
to the south and A Coy reached the railway about
Here an armoured.
712774 without further trouble.
car and snipers caused some delay and casualties,
but the dlrectinp: of B Coy on to DER BRINK 7277
. and its capture overcame these, and. by 2O5O hrs
A Coy were occupying' building's close to the north
end of the main bridge at 7477.
Shortly afterwards Lt. Col. J.D.- FROST,
31.
OC 2 Para Bn, arrived with Bri HQ, and HQ, Coy and.,
later the same night, l,Para Bde HQ, also arrived,
less however Brigadier G-.W. Lathbury , the Brigade
Commander, who had remained with 3 Para Bn.

.
Action of 5 and
1 Para Bns on
D_Day.

C ; Coy, 2 Para Bn , had been detached to
32.
capture the railway bridge at 7O76 , but this was
They 'then tried to follow
blown in their faces.
the rest of their battalion, but were surrounded in
an hotel which the enemy -blasted with tanks and
They were forced, to break, out and never
SP guns.
re-formed.
Meanwhile, 3 Para Bn and 1 Para Bn had
33.
moved off from their rendezvous by the following
rout es : (a)

3 Para Bn - Main rd UTRECHT - ARNHEM
(UTRETCHT.SCHE WEG)

'(b)

1 Para Bn - Main rd AMSTERDAM - ARNHEM
(AMSTERDAMSCHE WEG-)

to assist 2 Para Bn
3 Para Bn's task
34.
in the caoture of the main bridge and then establish
a- defensive ppsition facing north east and_ east of
1 Para Bn were to occupy the hlp:h ground
ARNHEM.
in squares 758O and 7279 so as to deny the enemy
direct observation on to ARNHEM.
Both bns however, were held up by enemy
35.
, opposition .->nr" by dark had riot pot beyond about
x roads 69O784 and Pt 23.2'(6'879) respectively.
Both the Commander 1 Para Bde and. Divisional
36.
Commander were with 3 Pa'ra Bn at this time as
enemy action prevented their 'return to their own HQs.
Two attempts wer_e made during the night
_Ac t i on of 2 P a r a 37.
Bn on D + 1. -. 17/18 SRTD to capture "the 'south end of the bridge,
...'-,. the. .first by a platoon of .4. Coy, 2 Para Bn,
.attacking aC-ross the bridge', and the .second by
trying to send 1 Para Bde~ HQ, Defence Platoon
across .the- river by boat to attack the bridge
Both , however, f.-- lied.
.from the. south.
38.

During, the night 17/18 Sep about 1-jSr
E T

.... . /t>l.-H. toons

""**

.
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platoons of C Co'y of 3 Para Bn managed, to reach
the bridge.
At about ,O5OO hours on 18'Sep B
Coy, 2 Para Bn, less one ..platoon and some casual
ties, also arrived at the. bridge.
Later In the
morning' ft- party of about 25 Sappers und<=r Captain
O~' Gairaghanr-also arrived.
These were the last
of 1 Para" Bde to reach -the area of the bridge.
L,t. Col. J.D. FROST had. by now assumed command, of
the "'hole force (comprising 2 Para Bn less C Coy)
\"ith Bde HQ,, some Sanpers and elements of the Div
Artillery assembled at the bridge).
39.
During the 'morning1 enemy armoured vehicles
tried to cross the bridge from south to north, a
total of about 1O armoured, cars and. half tracks
being accounted for - six by 6-pr anti tank, guns
and four by Ps.I.A.T-1.
In the .later afternoon a
strong; attack developed along' the river bank from
the east, supported by heavy mortar fire and two
tanks.
The attack was held after some ".house
to
house fighting. and at the expense of some casualties
Both tanks were knocked out, one by 6-r>r and one
by P. I. .a . T .
40.
Just before dark several of the houses
occupied by 1 Para Bde were burnt down.
After
dark an attack from the south end of the bridge was
repulsed.
'.
- :. '

Action of 1 Para
Bn on D + 1.

41. 'During- 18 Sep : and thereafter the area
occupied by 1 Para'Bde vra.e under continuous heavy
mortar and artillery fire, in addition to special
close range attacks by tanks and SP guns with a
view to setting; on fire and destroyinp- the houses
held by the force.
42.
Meanwhile, during the night 17/18 Sep, both
3 and 1 Para Bns had d'.ls engaged from the enemy
"'ho had held them on th^ir original routes.
3 Para Bn moved on to 2 Para Bn route and 1 Para
Bn approximately on to 3 Para Bn route.
43.
At O1OO hrs, 18 Sep, 1 Para Bn.(less R Coy,
vrhich had. suffered 5O% casualties and whose
whereabouts, was not known) moved south with the.
object of linking up with 2 Para Bn, via ARNHEM
town.
They had no communication with 1 Par'a Bde HQ.
44.
The Battalion was held up in area road
Junction 7O9783, "/here efforts were made to dis
lodge the o-nposition.
45.
At O53O hrs ,n message from 2 Para Bn was
received via the P.O.O. asking urgently for
reinforcements.
C.O. 1 Para Bn decided to
by-pass the opposition to the south and -move on
to the bridge'.
'
.
: :
.
"46.
At O7OO'hrs, en route to the bridge, the
Battalion picked up KQ. Coy-of 3 .Para Bn,,which
had become separated from its Battalion during a
night march.
Soon afterwards 1 Para Bn encountered
the enemy in strength along the'railway.
It
appeared that th" enemy had now blocked entry to
-~S-E C R E -£ _

..... /ARNHEM

_-§- E G n E T
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ARKHEM from the west.

r f. f^1("y
'- " vii-

47.
At O9OO' hours a determined attack was -out
in to clear the op-oosltion on DEN BRINK.
It
"was supported by iipvht artillery and the mortars
and medium machine guns of HQ, Coy, 5 Para Bn.
This was partially successful,
48.
Meanwhile, A Coy of 3 Para Bn (also parted
from its Battalion d.ur ing the night) joined 1
Para Bn.
A further attack was put in with A
Coy, 3 Para Bn, assisting-.
This attack was
successful and the battalion reached just west of
ELIZABETH Hospital 729779 where it was held up.

Action of 5 Para
Bn on__D -r 1.

49.
3 Para Bn on the night of 17 Sep wa s held
up in area of cross roads 69O784, in an all rounddefensive position..
5O ,
During- the night there had be~n no wireless
communication.
It vras decided by the Brigade
Command.er (who, with the G-.O,C. , was still with
3 Para Bn) and the C,O. , to disengage the Battalion
before first light and. move south through OOSTERBEEK
7O77 to the bridge.
51.
By O43O hours 18 Sep, the Bn had success
fully disengaged and moved tow.nrds the bridge.
No resistance was encountered until after crossing
the railway where there was some sniolng from the
south.
Finally the leading Company reached a
point 3OO yards west of ELIZABETH Hospital at
O63O hours.
Here they c.arne under heavy fire,
It was then discovered that A Coy, HQ Coy and all
the transport (including three out of four anti
tank guns and. the G=O.C's .--tnd Brigade Coranvmd.er ' s
wireless Jeeps) had become oarted..
They later
joined. 1 Para Bn, a,s has already been related.

. .

52.
There was no touch with the missing companies
and it if/as decided to -oush on. A further 1OO yards
was mane against opposition.
53.
At O9OO hrs a German counter attack developed
from ARNHEM and, from then until 16OO hrs , 3 Para
Bn was attacked at frecment intervals.
54.
At 123O hrs wireless' touch was re gained.
with the missing 'A' Coy, who were then about to
Join in 1 Para. 3n ' s ' attack in the area DEN BRINK.
They W^TR ur^p Rrs tp p-^t through together with the
reserve ammunition, badly reouired at the brid.ge.
55.
At 143O hrs the remnants of 'A 1 Coy and
the B.n Defence Platoon ( 3O - 4O men) , under the
sole surviving- officer, arrived having suffered
severe casualties in breaking through.
No
coherent information could be obtained as to 'what
had happened t..; 1 Para Bn.
56.
It was d.ecided to move what existed of 3
ara Bn through the p:ardens and houses 'in the
own in the direction of the bridge.
At , 14OO hrs
the advance bep-an.
The strength then was about
13O - 14O all ranks.

/57.

^"*
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57.
The G.O.G. , Brigade Commander and Brigade
I.O. , who had moved Into the 'town with this bn,
as they were still unable to reach their H.Q,s. ,
went by the road leading to the ELIZABETH Hospital.
On the way the Brigadier was wounded and had to
be left in a cellar.
The G-.O.C. and I.O. , had
to remain hidden in a house until O7OO hrs the
next morning:, when they managed to get back to
Div H.Q,. in a jeep.
58.
Meanwhile, 3 Para Bn were unable to make
any prepress and before dark: they took up other
positions in the houses, little more than 3OO
yards north of where the fighting had taken place
all day.
The Operation of that part of the Division (other
than 1 Para BdeT which 1 asided in the First Lift .
.

Action of Div
HQ, on D day. '

59.
As with 1 Para Bde, so The remainder of
the first lift w.as quickly concentrated after
landing- and moved almost without opposition to
occupy its pre-arranged positions.
6O.
By 143O hrs, 17 Sep, Div H.Q. had opened
at 657799.
The G. S. O. 2( Int) , B.M. , R.A., and
the Chief Clerk had force landed in the U.K. and
came in a later lift.
Shortly afterwards the
two report centres, who had parachuted after fan
glider landings, Joined up.
Coramunlcatlon was
established bet'-een the Commander's rover set and
1 Para Bde M.nd SI Indep Para Coy, but was shortly
lost with 1 Para Bde.
61.
There was intermittent firing in the woods
around. Div H.Q,. , and occasional salvoes of rocketprojected morDars , which had the effect of speedingup the digging of sl.it trenches.
62.
The G.O.C. visited H.Q,. 1 Alrlnnding Bde
during the af ternoon.and, later, H.Q,. 1 Para Bde
and 3 Para Bn with whom, as already related, he
spent the night.
63.
1 Airlanding Recce Sqn, less one troop,
was to have attempted a 'coup de main 1 on the
main bridge at ARNHEM, but found difficulty in
assembling and this plan was abandoned.
One
troop was sent to assist 1 Para Bde and the remain
der hel.d in Div reserve and. occupied a position in
the woods south of REIJERSHEIDE 6781, with patrols
east and west along the road ARNHEM - EDE.
64.
Shortly after dark Div H.Q.
gliders on the neighbouring L.Z.

Action of 1 Air
Landing Bde on
D day.
_

moved into 4
about 655798.

65.
Meanwhile, by 16OO hrs, 17 Sr?p , 1 Air
Landing Bde H.Q. had opened at 6648O6.
Units were
disposed for the protection of th<= 'L. Z. nnd D.Z.
for the second llift as follown :g S.

Staffon^s

(less two coys). .

REIJERS CAMP

6681'

a F. n R TT _-r

...../? K.O.S.B.
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7 K. O.S.3.

-..-..

PLANKEN WANBUIS 6683

. . '. -

1 -Border

RENKUM 6276
These positions were held until the next morning.
66. After dark one platoon of 7 K.O.S.B. at
Patrols of
633839 were attacked repeatedly.
this Bn penetrated, into EDE during the night.
Otherwise the night passed almost without
incident.

.

' .
Act ion of Div
HQ,_and 1 Air
Landing Bde on
J3__*_JL_L

Communications so far had not worked well,
67.
particularly from Div H.Q,, to 1 Para Bde with whom,
except for one brief period, .no ^vireless contact
had been mar'e.
68.." On the morning of 18 Sep the situation was.
unchanged' in-the Div H.Q. and. Air, Landing, Bde area.
At about O7OO hrs Div H.Q,. .-moved to cross-roads
665784, with a view to continuing eastwards later
along its axis of advance.
69. At -about O82O hrs reports were rece.ived at
Div H.t-i. of enemy in HEELSUM and that one coy, 1
Border, had been surrounded, but as yet were not
Such little information
in serious difficulties.
as came in indicated that 1 and 3 Para Bns wore
meeting very stiff opposit ion, as has been described,
.
.
and that they were needing assistance.
70. -As the G.O.C. had not returned from 3 Para
Bn and no news of him had been received since 18OO
hrs the previous evening, Brigadier Hicks, Commander,
1 Air Landing Bde, took over the duties of Acting
- . .
Div Commander,about 0915 hrs.
71. At O93O hrs it'was decide.d that 2 S., .Staff ords
(who still had two coys ,-'.nd other elements to
arriv.e in the second lift) should reinforce 1 and
3 Para Bns and assist -them towards the bridge by
advancing along the main road. .HEELSUM -ARNHEM.

.':.

During the morning the engagement by 1
72-.
Border at HEELSUM continued and the coy;, less its
supporting weapons (other than M.M.G-s.), managed
to withdraw along the north bank of the river through
--..'
- the other coy positions.
73. To the north 7 K. O. S. B. w<=>re involved, in
some stiff fighting, to protect the D.Z. of 4 Para
Bde (who were arriving in the second lift) parti
cularly In the woods about 6382, where,bitter hand
to hand .fighting took place.- ....
74.. At about, 1115 hrs approximately 2O M. E. 1O9
aircraft strafed th^ D..Z. and L.Z. areas and
several gliders burst into flames-.
75V By l4OO-hrs 2 S. Staff ords (-less two coys)
were held up about 7O8782, and it was then decided
that the remaining"two coys (due in the second lift)
S-g-Sr-H S E
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should join the''Bn as soon as they arrived.
11 Para Bn of -4 Para Bde would also be deflected
from Its planned task with 4 Pttra Bde and moved
south to follow up and assist 2 S. Staffords in
their effort to help 1 nnd 3 Para Bns to get to
the bridge.
The remainder of 4 Para Bde (1O
Para Bn and 156 Para B"n)" should continue with the
original plan of securing: the high ground north of
ARNHEM.
This decision was communicated to Brig
Hackett, Commander, 4 Para. Bde, on his arrival
with the second lift abo.ut 1515 hrs.
OPERATIONS FROM 15OO hrs 18 SEP TO 2559 hrs 18 SEP.
76.
The second lift was due about 1OOO hrs on
18 Sep but , owing1 to weather conditions in the
U.K. , did not begin, to arrive until 15OO hrs.
As on D day, the drop and landing were very success
ful.
There was slightly more flak, both during
the flight and in the L.Z. and D.Z. areas.
There
was also minor ground opposition In the D.Z. area.
77.
At the same time 35 aircraft dronped. a
small re supply.
This Was a scattered drop, but
a fair proprotlon was collected by the Div R.A.S.C.
and taken to the Div dump at Dlv H.Q,.
Action of Div
H_._Q,.

'

.
-\

,

78.
As the second list was coming In, orders
were issued to move Div H.Q. along the main axis
to the area HARTESTEIN 6978.
The Hartestein. - .
Hotel 693783 was chosen.
This had previously
been a G-erman Officer's mess'. : 'All t'he offices
were .installed o-n the gro'und floor, Services were
placed in the grounrs and the tennis courts were
used as n. P..W. cage.
79.
Immediately H.Q. was set up all ranks dug
in and diggirig-- was more or less completed by
' , nightfall.. ,
' SO'/'. There" was still no news of the G-.-O.C.
The
B,. M. , -R.A-.', and; O. S . O. 2.(.Irnt.) arrived, with the
second. . lift.
At this -s'tage ' no - cn.sualt;les had been
suffered by Div H.Q,.
' :
'
. :X" ;,.- .. -•'

Action of 4 Para'81.
The G.S.O.l(Ops) met Brig Hackett, Commander,
Bde on D « 1
4 Para Bde, on the D.Z. at,, 1515 hrs, 18 Sep, and
Informed him of the change in plan due to strong
opposition to 1 Para Bde.
'
-.
82.
The Brip-ade Commander issued orders as
follows:
(a) 11 'Para Bn to move off at once and come
- under . comma.nd 1 Para Bde on arrival at
HARTESTEIN.
(b) 156 Para Bn to be prepared to lead the
ad/vanc^ of the Bde along the line of the
railway.
(c)

1O Para Bn to remain firm in area 624842.

( d) Bde H.Q,. move as soon as possible to
area 634823.
(e) 133 Para Fd Ambulance to follow axis of
advance as soon as casualty situation permitted,
S E- C R-^E T
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83.
About 17OO hrs Bde H.Q,. moved to H.tu .
7 K.O.S.B. at 634822 and released thnm from,
their tasli of protecting the D.Z.
7 K.O.S.B.
then reverted to command of 1 Air'Land ing- Bde.
84.
1O Para Bn were then ordered to move
behind 133 Para Fd Ambulance as soon as they
were able to move and to detach one coy tcr
take over from 7 K.O.S.B. in area track
junction 634822.
The Bn was then being;
attacked from time to time in a desultory
manner and incurred some casualties.
85.
156 Para Bn got on the move, . skirt ing:the .D.Z. to the S.W. , directed on' area 6638O6.
Their axis was the track immediately north of,
and parallel to,- the railway.

86.
As it v/as getting: dark, 156 Para Bn
were ordered by H.y. 4 Para Bde to halt and
reorganise, and to push on down the axis of
the railway at first light.
87.
At the same time, 1O Para Bn vras ordered
to halt in the area of road and track junction
634823 and reorganise, preparatory to moving:
along- the Bde axis at O3OO hrs the next morning:.
88.
At about 1845 hrs (just dark)
moved to area of hotel 647813.

Bde H.-4-

89.
About 23OO hrs Commander, 4 Para Bde,
went to Div K.Q,. and received fresh instructions
for the next d.ay, 19 Sep.
The intention was to
advance between inclusive road ARNHEM - EDE and.
inclusive railway to secure the high ground. KOEPEL
712793, with a firm left flank on the road.
90.
11 Para B.n, which had been sent to assist
2 S. Staffords to reacfci the bridge, had moved
south from WOLFHEZEN 668O and by the early hour??
of 19 Sep had contacted 2 S. Staffords.about 726778.
vet ion of 1
lor^.er_on_D^_^..

91.
We left 1 Border extricating: their coy
which had been surrounded at HEELSUM.
By
17OO hrs the coy had fought its way out and
rejoined the Bn,
92.
About 19OO hrs the Bn moved and spent
the night digging- in with a coy each at GRAFTCOMBE
6878, WEG- 6877, astride main road-679784 .and
ZILjVER.EN.3ERG- 6778.

-.ction of 7
-QBE on D -•- 1.

>

93.
After the second lift arrived, 7 K.O.S.B.
were released from their duty of protecting- the
L.Z<.
About 19OO hrs the Bn began a. nlg-ht advance
towards its objective, the high ground between
54,2(704802) and 56.5(697797)"via JOHANNA HOEVE
6979,

.

94.
These positions were very strongly held
by the enemy and It was not possible to locate
and deal wi'oh the opposition, in the dark.
The
Bn, after suffering casualties, took up a r>osit;ic
_S_E_C_B__ST,

.... ./
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Just before dawn on 19 Sep, based on JOHArT N.a
HOEVE.
OPERATIONS FROM OOO1 hrs 19 SEP TO 2559 hrs..20 SEP.

95.
From 19 Sep to 2O Sep the operation fell
into thre/* definite phases. These took r>lace
concurrently but, for the sate of clarity, will
"be described separately.
They were : (a). The action of 1 Para Bde, with 2 S.
Staff ore's and 11- Para Bn. in the "bridge
area.
(b) .

The efforts of 4 Pnra Bde

'P, .r,-i Bn)

vi'ch 7 K,O.S.B.

(less 11

to secure the high

ground north of ARNHHM
(c). The actions of the remainder of the
Div in the perimeter about OOSTERBEEK.
Operations of 1 Para Bde with 11 Para Bn and
2 S. Staff orris. "
Action of 2
Para Bn.

96.
Our narrative left 2 Para Bn at the
point where they still held the north end of

the bridge and w-re - suffering heavy mortaring
and shelling-.
The morning- of 19 Sep saw the
G-erman attack from the east resumed with increas
ingly heavy mortaring1 and shelling1 and attempted
infiltration.
97. At midday 3 enemy tanks took ur> position
near the"river and shelled some of tho houses,
making them untenable.
Three hits were obtained
on the ranks with Fs.I.A.T. and, desnite the
arriv&l of two more tanks, they then withdrew.
98.
Throughout the remainder of the day attacks
supported by tanks and armoured cars continued,and. by evening at least five of the houses had
been burned down, including a key one Just east
of the bridge..
99.
The enemy had occupied .-ill houses north
and west of the position and, although not
attemptinp infiltration from this area, were able
to keep our positions covered, by automatic fire,
to which 2 Para Bn could not afford, to rep^.y,
due to shortage -of animm it ion, .which was now
acute.
lOCK The numbers of wounded, had assumed serious
proportions and. were r->ll evacuated to the cellars
of Bde H. Q..
1O1.. On the morning of 2O Sep (D -»- 3) , theat t'j . '-is i~\'<"'hi the east wpre again resumed.
Alter
nativ-: -poc 3.t xoAa to the houses and ruins had be«n
dug Jr. t-lv'%: f:'.i,."-d t?ns,
These: wsre noi" shelled at
point, "blank r-'.ngw b;<- eriumy tariVte,.
Our 6-pr. anti
tank guri.s oou.id not be rianned as they were und.er
direct- Bm.-il'.i a mo . 'l~'t^.
1OS, A party c:t ^i.^ny attempted to set charp-es
under t/i^ t>rLrl?-e
This yj.vrty, and attempts
at inf iltra c ion . ™P:C^ cpunter attacked,
Li^ut,
-S E C R SL.T

...../Col.
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Col. J.D. Frost wafe,wounded and Major C.F.H.
G-ough took command of the area, referring
matters of importance to Lieut. Col. Frost.
1O3. The Bde wirriess set on the Div Comman
der's wave was in communication and the Brigade
Major spoke to the G.O.C. (who had returned 'from
3 Para Bn) and staff of Div H.Q,. , giving- the
situation throughout the day.
104. During the afternoon 4 or 5 enemy tanks
Never
crossed the river from north to south.
theless the position held firm and the bridge
was covered by fire through gaps between the
burning houses.
105. By evening the situation was very serious.
Just
Nearly all the houses h.nd been fired.
The
after dark Bd.e H.Q,. house was set on fire.
wounded, now very numerous, were moved to another
house., but this was set on fire before the move
There was now nowhere to
could be completed.
Lieut. Col. Frost ordered the
put the wounded.
Bde H.Q,. -party to move out and then gav~ the
order for the wounded to be surrendered.
106. The strength of the bridge party by the
evening was reduced to about 14O.' A -further
5O/6O were lost during the night.
107. Darkness and enemy infiltration made the
At O5OO hrs on 21 9ep (D -fr 4)
position worse.
an attempt to retake some houses failed, and it
Bde H.Q. and
"'as clear that the end had come.
the.remnants of 2. Para Bn split into small parties
The majority became
and attempted to break out.
casualties or were taken prisoners during the day.
108. All opposition at the bridge now ceased..
The tap'k of this Bde was to seize and.hold the
This they had carried'but. and
ARNHEM bridge.
held for 3 days and until they were physically
incapable of further resistance.
Action of 1,
~5~f 11 Para Bns
and 2 S. Staff ords.

Our account left 11 Para Bn having caught
109.
up 2 S. Staffords at 726778.on the,evening,of 18
The indention was that the's :e" two bns'
Sep.
together with the remnants of 1 a'hd 3 Para Bns ,
should, attempt to reach the bridge to reinforce
.
2 P.-H.ra Bn.
HO. To do this, 2 S. Staffords .started to
advance at O445 hrs, 19 Sep through the main
They were followed by 11
street of ARNHEM.
Remnants of 1 and 3 Para Bns, under
Para Bn.
Lieut* Col. Dobie, O.C.,1 Para Bn, at the same
About O73O
time started alonr-' the river bank.
hrs, Col. Barlow, Deputy Commander, Air Landing
Brigade was sent from Div H.Q,. to co-ordinate this
movement, but he aid not arrive.
111. By O63O hrs, 2 S'. Staffords had reached
the Monastery at 73478O , but could g.et no further,
and had suffered heavy casualties. 'Efforts by
11 Para Bn to mount an attack against the high
ground north of the railway failed, owing to enemy
counter attacks, and by 11OO hrs 2 S. Staffords had
F
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exhausted their P.I.A.T. ammunition and had
been over-run by tanks which had inflicted
It was therefore decided
heavy casualties.
to v/lthdraw to about 725.777, where there was
Here the Bn wa s re-""
an anti-tank screen.
organized into a force of five platoons and
one M.M.O-. platoon.
112. This force 'immediately attacked DEN BRINK
so as to secure a pivot for 11 Para Bn to attack
on the line of the road running north and south
through DIEPENDAAL 7278 and HEIJONOORD 7278.
The attack succeeded but, before troops could
dig in, the position was very heavily mortared
and shortly afterwards counter attacked by
tanks and overrun.
113. About the same time as 11 Para Bn were
forming: up for their attack, they were also
As a result their attack
attacked, by tanks.
never materialized.
The result of all these operations was
114.
that the remnants of 11 -Para Bn and 2 S. Staf fords
fell back to about rd June 7O5774 and OOSTERBEEK
Church 696773, where they were organized into
a composite forc'e with what was left of 1 and 3
Para Bns.
Major R.J.H. Lonsdale, 2 i/c 1-1 Para Bn,
115.
assumed command of this force, which was known
as LON3DALE FORCE.
So ended a pallant attempt to bring:
116.
succour to 2 Para Bn at the bridg-e.
Operat lons^ of 4 Para Bde (less 11 Para Bn)
7 KOSB .

and

We left 4 Para Bde (less 11 Para Bn) on
117.
the evening of 18 Sep (D -J- 1) with 156 Para Bn
a.nd 1O Para Bn halted, and re- organising-.
The Bde Commander" s plan for 19 Sep
118.
(D t 2) was for 156 Para Bn to secure KOEPEL
while 1O Para Bn formed a firm base about
4 Para San, R.E. were to remain in
693811.
area 6388O4, with one anti-tank troopm as a
back stop.
7 K.O. r-i.-B. at JOHANNA HOEVE were
119.
One coy was griven
under command 4 Para Bde.
the task of protecting- the L.Z. for the third
lift, containing- the Polish g;lider element,
Another N
due that afternoon, in area 688O.
coy was to take over the LICHTENBEEK feature 7O79
after capture by, 156. Para Bn and act as a firm
base for a further advance, while the remainder
of the bn remained firm in their present position.
19 Sep 44.

Early on the morning- .1>9 Sep, 156 Para Bn
12O.
r -put in two unsuccessful attacks on the LICHTENBEEK
1O Para Bn
feature, but were firm on 56.5(6979).
had also met strong; opposition but, by about mid
By
day, were consolidating1 in the area 69O810.
that time 4 Para Bde H.Q,. had been drawn ut> to
road and track Junction 685799 and 4 Para Sqn , R.E.

-r§- E c n-~g-g-
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to 672804.

121 i
At about 14OO hrs the Div Co.mma.nder
visited the bommander," 4 Para' Bde.
It was
obvious that. 4 Pare. Bde were unlikely to make
further progress .on 'their present axis and the
Dlv Commander discussed two alternative plans
with the Bde Commarnder.
One of these was for
4.Para Bde to discontinue their present task,
disengage arid pass through the northern half
of 1 Airlanding Bde's position with a view to
forming the eastern flank to the Div position'
on the line road and railway crossings 712784,
71578O and 712774.
It was still hoped that
4 Para Bde would by this action join up.with
1 Para Bde in. the -:town.
Thus the Div position
would become a rectangular box with .its west
and east.flanks held respectively by 1 Airland
ing Bde and 1 Para, Bde, with 4 Para 3de in the
centre, the south flank resting on the open
ground just north of the river.
122. As a result of thl-s discussion, and on
receiving information about 15OO hrs of e.ngmy
movement "eastward -from H3"L.&UM ; and RENKUMy-'
Commander, 4 Para Bde, ordered 1O Para Bn to .
disengage, forthwith and withdraw to the WOLFHSZEN
crossing, vrhleh was to be seized and held as,a
preliminary in case he was required to move his
Bde in a.ccordance with the above plan.
Shortly
afterwards confirmation was sent,to 4 Para Bde,.
from Div H.Q,. that this plan was to be put Into
operation.
123.
Commander, 4-Para Bde, then gave orders
for _an immediate withdrawal. .156 Pa.ra, Bn were
to R.V. south of the railway about 679796.
7 K.O.S.B, were to move to area 20.5(672794),
reverting to command 1 Airland inp: "P-de on arrival.
Bde H.Q. "were fro- move' to Ft 23 . S('67279'7) .
124.
1O .Para Bn found considerable difficulty.
in disengaging, a'rrd bo'th - other' Bn's were under
considerable small arm.s, mTor.tar and S.P. gun
fire from north of the are,a...
125. .'into this situation' there' arrived about.
16OO hrs -the Polish glider, element,, landing in
e.rea. 688O.' The" enemy reaction was violent;
pressure and volume of fire immediately -increasing.
This £Lid ; not make things .easier, for. 156 Para-Bn
and 7 K". O. S. B.", 'who ,h.ad by'then just received
their' orders' for ah;, immediate mpve, . and some. ..-. congestion, splitting up of .sub units and," temporary
loss of direction took", place when they.' started to
withdraw.
,.'. f ''' ...''.
. '
126,
By 18OO h'rs . 1O Para Bn had- arrived at the
WOL.FHEZEN crossing, which t;hey. found partially
occupied, but manage, d nevertheless .to. occupy a
position jO.st-;sO,ut'4 of., it. At the same..time
4 Para Scm^ K.EiT..' Were'.engaged in. passing the
Bde transport through'. the culvert" at 6688O4;
a difficult task.. o«jl'ng; ' to. deep, .'loose sa.nd.
...

.

;

'

'
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127.
The e.nerny aulc'l^ly follow.ed up these with
drawals, but was not allowed to get beyond the
...

-
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./line

line of the railway,
By nightfall, 19 Sep,
1O Para Bn and 4 Para San, R.E., had reached the
points just given.
156 Pa,ra Bn (approximately
27O strong) were holding a position from 678799
to 674797, with Bde H.Q.7 dug in about Pt 23.2
(6879),
Some of 156 Para Bn did .not cross
the railway but moved to a position a.bout
6738O4, from which only the Q..M. and 6 men
ever re-appeared.
128.
Meanwhile 7 K.O.S.B. had been able after
considerable difficulty to concentrate at its
appointed R.V. at 672794, except for A Coy who
were being strongly attacked in th.e.ir detached
position about 686813.
(4 Para Bde reported
that later about 4O men of 7 KVO. S-, B. joined
them:
these may have been some of A Coy).
. .
129.
On reaching their R. V. , no representative
of 1 Airlanding Bde could be found, so 7 K.O.S.B.
continued their move until, contacting a Coy
of 1 Border about cross roads 679784.' The
Second in Command 7 K.O.S.B. had, however., gone
on ahead p.nd obtained instructions from Div H.Q,.,
to occupy f>. position to the right and north of
21 Indep Para. Coy, who were about 693793.
They
accordingly occupied that night the L shaped
wood and a small" wood to the east of it about
696791.
' '
.20 Sep_ 44.

13O. At OO15 hrs. 2.O Sep (D * 3) , 4 Para Bole
reported to Div H. Q,. that 156 Para Bn and Bde
H.Q. were now locp.ted at 682798, 1O Para Bn
67O799.
131.
This marked the end of efforts to capture,
the high-ground north of ARNHEM.
132.
It now remains to relate the events Inside
the Div perimeter in OOSTEREEEK from- 19 Sep.
The action of the remainder of the Div in the
perimeter..._about OOSTERBEEK from O001 hours 19
Sep to 2359 hours 2.O Sep.
.
"
19 Sep 44.

Action at Div
H« Q.~

'

-.

!

133. 'At 0725 hours the G.O.C. returned from 1
Para Bde, and Brigadier- Kicks returned to command
1 Airlanding Bde.
At this stage ^communications
existed, with 4 Para Bde, 1 Airlanding 'Bde and
21 Indep-Parr. Coy.
There was still no communi
cation with Corps or Base,
134.
Colonel Baric 1*', Deputy Commander, 1 Air "'
landing Bde was sent to co-ordinate the efforts,
of I, 3, 11 Para Bns and 2. S. Staffords who- were
attempting to get through to 2 Para Bn on the
bridge.
He wp. s not heard of again.
135. At O845 hrs, CRA and GSOl(Ops) visited
H.Q,, 4 Para Bde and confirmed details of
objectives for 4 Para Ede's attempt to seize
the high ground north''of ARNHEM,
136.
During the morning there w*vs intermittent
stra.flng by M.Es., but little damage was done.
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Action of
4 Para. Ede.

We have seen that, at OO15 hours, the
145.
looe.tions of 4 Pa.ra Bde were'as follows:
Bde H.Q. and 156 Para Bn - 682798
.

1O Para. Bn

- 67O799

At about O6OO hr.s hea.vy shelving and
146.
mortarlne; of the whole Dlv area started". . At
the same time 4 Para Bd.e started their move
eastwards, to enter the Div perimeter," along
the route Pt 23.?(687.9) - track junction
677794 - BKEEDE LA AN" - road junction' 683785,
in the order of 156 Para Bn, Bde HQ. and 1O Para 3n.
Although 156 Para. Bn came, under "fire
147.
almost at once at 678795, they had by 0715 hrs
Later they again met heavy
overcome this.
A ritcht flanking movement by C
opposition.
Coy almost reached the 'road junction at 679784
yds short of It.
but wa.s'held up about 2OO
However, by 1OOO hrs the En had closed up and
was covering the road and track Junction at
At this time the Bn strength was about-'-' '
682786.
...
9O all ranks.
The enemy were novr obviously in some
148.
strength between ..4, Para Bde and 1 Airlanding Bde»
1O Para Bn were therefore ordered to move' round
the east of 156 gara Bn from..track junction
This advance
682787 to road Junction 687733»
entailed clearing .away opposition all the way
but, by about '12OO hrs, they''report ed to 4 Para
Bde HQ, that 'they, had reached the _VALKENBEAG- LAAN
6878 and ^ere moving south.
149 ,> 'Enemy fire had been 'growing In Intensity
all the time, with attacks which were pressed
home .strongly and, by 1215 hrs, at lea.st two
.enemy tanks -had,, appeared on the scene.
lO ' Pa.ra "Bn. were therefore 'ordered to
ISO,
' 'break through' to the main Dlv position at all
costs and at' 1310 hrs C.t 0 Col. Smythe and Major
War-re,.. CO and S.l/c. of "the.Bn, with about 6O
. all. ranks : the total effective strength of'thdeir~
They were told to
Bn. . err-ived at Div'H^Q,.
reorganise and occupy.-a position covering; X roads
"" "'
'''"'.
705783-from the eas'C.
The remainder of 4 Para Bde continued to
151..
be subjected .to, .determined attacks by infantry
.supported by tanks . - whicli were', "only preven'ted
,frop. g;etting: ri'ght hom;e .by lmm'edla't"'e 'counter' ' : " r"
and grenade . throwinec^
-_•_i ,
j. "' '-;'
— . . '
.
....,,..--•
. j . attfi.eiis
152.^. . Casualties' had'been heavy, pa.'rt.lcula'rly '
in. officers",; and'.th.e 'enemy seemed determined to
liquidate, the;, .position" .be.fore dark. ' The- B'tLe ^ !
Commander therefore ,d.ecided to 'try to break
':Out a-,nd. nalv.e a .'d'ash for' th^ .main Dlv position,
. ThTis'.waq^^ucCxesaful 'tnid"at \185O hrs'' Brie.' HACKET-T*
reported ""to Div HQ, "tha't *156" Para' Eri,- about 7O :
strong, vJere--reorga.nl sing about 689784; Bd.e
•r

•-.•-••
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137*

An air supplg drop -too* plaoe at 16OO. hours

on a pre-arranged. DZ on the open ground about 7179.
Fa.ilure in ccjnmunications had precluded warning
Corps or U.K. that the D.Z. was in enemy hands.
There was considerable flak to meet the aircraft
and all supplies fell into enemy ha.nds.
Every
effort was ma.de with Eureka, yellow smoke, verey
lights, ground strips and yello ' celanese triangles
to attract the attention of the pilots and get
them to drop their supplies on the area of Div H.Q.,
6978.
This had only o. very limited success.
138.
The drop of the parachute element of 1
Polish Indep Para Ede G-p, which formed the major
part of the third lift, did not take place on
19 Sep.
It vras now clear that they could not
carry out their original ta.sk of landing south
of the main ARwHEM bridge, crossing it and occupy
ing their positions east of ARNHEM.
It was
therefore decided to arrange a new D.Z. for the
Polish parachute element, north east of DRISL.
6875 and to give them the task of holding a firm
bridgehead on the south bank of the river in the
a.rea"of their DZ ,
Action of 1
AJ-rlanding Bde

139.
At O8OO hrs 19 Sep, 7 KOSB passed to
comms.nd of 4 Para Ede and their efforts to
assist in gaining the high ground north of
M have been rela.ted. .
140. As we ha.ve seen, 2 S. Staffords w e re under
command of 1 Para Bde and were attempting to
reach 2 Para Bn at the bridge.
141.
The dispositions of the remainder of 1
Alrla'nding Bde .early on- 19 Sep were as follows:
Bde Hq

- BILDER3EHG- 6878

1 Border

- From BILDERBERG- TO HEVEADORP 3877

G-lider Pilots- Area G-RAFTCOMEE 6978
M -P. S .

H-^ar cross roads 696784

14P,
1 Border h^.d a fairly ouiet day until
19OO'hrs, ^hen all their coy.. localities were
attacked.
They repulsed all these attacks.
143,
7 KOSB reverted -to command 1 Air Landing
Ede on reaching 696791 about midnight.
Action of
LOM3DAL3 Force.

144 1.
We have shewn how, >>y 24OO hrs, remnants
of 1 o.., 11 Pa.ra Ens and 2....S,,. Staffords w e re
organised into, a composite force about road
junction 7O5774 and OOSTERBEEK church 696773.
The strength of these remnant s r;ras as follows!
I Para Bn
. .- 116
3 Para Bn
- 4O
II Para Bn
- 15O
2 S. Staff.ord.s- - .1OO
Glider Pilots - 30
F.0,0 3o ..
_
?
l^fp » *
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4 Para
HQ. were concent at ed about 691785.
Son RE had Also arrived in the same area about
strong.,
153,
4 Para Bde's strength, and events of
2O Sep on the Eastern flank, yet to be described,
made it impossible for them to occupy the line
originally' intended,,
Therefore, with 1O Para
Bn already holding a posit'i.ori round cross roads
7O5783, 156 Para Bn '.were given a similar area
with its centre 'at 697787%.
This they occupied
at 193O ho.urs»
154,
The eastern "front of the Div outside
ARNHEM was very exposed for the enemy wa.s by this
time astride the ra.ilway and road approaches
"between ARNHEM and OOSTEHBEEK and prevented all
efforts to supply or get physicp.l touch with 1
Para. Bde in ARNHEIVI,
There was little or n.othing
at this stage to stop the enemy if he attacked
in the direction of OOS'TERBEEK_. from the east,
where Div HQ, and Div troops were situated.
Action of 1
155.
In the remainder of the Div area, 2O
Air Landing Bde Sep, was chiefly remarkable as being the day
and LQNSDALE
when intense mortaring and shelling really started,
followed, by determined ^infantry attacks supported
force.
by tanks or SP guns.
The results of these were
that, on the Eastern perimeter, the line could
only be established from cross roads 7O2684
OOSTEREEEK Station 7036^4 and even then the
force available was insufficient to prevent
infiltra-bioru
The MDS at cross roads 697784
was in enemy hands-,
156 r . The Light Regt were very actively engaged
all 'day in support of 1 and 4 P^ra Bdes.
The
spaed a.nd accuracy with which support was given,
both, now and later, pr-evented many incipient
enemy attacks from developing.
157,,
The supply drop took place about 17OO hrs.
Opposition was again intense, but the drop was
more successful this time and 'units picked up
such containers and panniers as fell in their
vicinity,
SO Sep ended with a. message from HQ,
Airborne Corps saying that the NIJMEG-EN bridge
had been captured intact;,
J-r'... .OPERATIONS .FROM .QOOfl h*s-S33. SEP <3O . 2QOO Hr-8^25 SEP

158,.
A-I; O9OO hra, the Div Commander'held a
conference at Div KQ and divided the remaining
troops Into two forces.
That under Brigadier
HICKS being responsible for the west side of
the perimeter., and that under Brigadier HACKETT
for the east side.;-Bjri_g-_a_d_l_ei:i_ H_i_c
Recce Son
7 KICKS', 5,21 Ind ep Pa ra
•Coy

694785
69 479169O789
....,/Glider

jS-g, R E T_
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Glider Pilots

- 687787

1 Para Sqn RE)'
4 Pars. Sqn RS) About v/ood 688785
)
9 Fd Coy RE
1 Border - Between KOUD3 HERBERG
6878 and HEV3ADORF

ISS-.Para- Brrv

)
10 Para Bn
Glider Pilots)

- 697787
Cross roads
696784

Elements of 1, 3 and 11 Para Bns (Lonsdale Force)

Church
696773

1 Light Regt RA and
- 694774
2 S. "Staffords.
(Thompson Force)
Action of
Brigadier
Haokett'_s
force.

Brigadier Hackett established his H.Q,.
159.
There was heavy mortaring and shelling
at 696784,
during the morning, particularly in Lonsdale
Force area.
156 Para Bn was attacked during the after16O.
noon as "'as 1O Para Bn, but both held firm and
Later a heavy attack,
repelled the attacks.
supported by S.P, guns, developed against 1O
They were over run and most of their
Para En.
There ^ere now no
houses vrsre set on fire.
They
officers in 10 Para Bn and very few men,.
managed to come to tne surface aga.in and re
established themselves in sdme of their old
houses, where they T'r e re subjected to constant
iJuring the day
"
attack for the next two days30 Corps art ill a ry ga.ve valuable support, partlcularly in 1O Para Bn 1 s area *
During this day Erig Hackett was wounded
161.
and handed over command to Lleut. Col. Murray,
Glider Pilot Regt,

7 K,O ; S.B* «'ere troubled by snipers who
.
Action of
had infiltrated during the previous night, and the
Brigadier
Hick'B Force .morning was spent in. carrying out minor attacks
to clear them 'out... .about 163O hours the enemy
The Bn
put in a detei>mined attack on 7 K,G,S,3.
replied with a vigorous counter attack culminating
in a. bayonet charge, which completely cleared the
enemy from the area leaving large numbers of his
dead on the field, .
(4
This Bn lost heavily in the action.
163.
It was therefore
Officers killed and 8 wounded) .
dec idea to side step and fill the gap between
them and 21 Indap Far?. Coy : 'This move was carried
The Bn subsequently
out without major incident.
moved to area 693788,
1 Border were also, heavily attacked during
164..
One coy' were
the day. and again in the evening,.
driven from their position about 68577O and, despite
galla.nt efforts to retake it. were eventually forced
.... ./back
-S-E G
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back to the area, 692774..
Actlofarof ;-!
DivHQ.

165.
As has been related, th'e Dlv Commander
held a.n "O" group at O8OO hrs and reorganised
the available forces.
166.
At 1OOO hrs the heavy shelling and
mortaring set the Dlv ammunition dump on fire.
and , 'after strenuous efforts by Dlv HQ person
nel, the fire was brought under control.
167.
An air re-supply took place at a.bout
midday.
The supply aircraft came in "escorted"
by M.E.lO9s and.it was not successful*
A
further supply drop in the .afternoon was more
successful.
'
.
168.
There was very little food throughout,
the Division and scarcely any water. ' Ammuni
tion was also running very low.
'
169.
During the afternoon advantage was
taken of the guns of 64 Medium Regiment, of
3O.Corps, who carried out many shoots, breaking
up many a.ttacks before they began or could
become dangerous.
Throughout this and succeed
ing days the fire of this regiment was of the
greatest assistance.
17O.
The main wireless net was still working,
except to Corps.
The a.ir support rea.r link
was knocked out by mortar fire, but. had. at no
time been in touch with its control.
"Every
effort' was ma.de to contact Alrtroops (Rear)
In U.K. and re direct' the supply dropping air
c ra ft.

Action of 1
IndeP Polish
Para. Ede _G-p.

171.
VV e have -seen that the Polish anti tank
battery landed in gliders on the 18th ajid. 19th
Sep.
They were allotted tasks Within .the Div
perimeter.
"
. .
. ' .
172.
After two postponements of. 24 hours
each, the parachute element of the Polish
Indep Ede G-p took off from the U.K. on 21 Sep.
At 1715 hrs they bego.n to drop on the new DZ
south of the r-lver.
The weather was not good
and a. number of aircra.ft returned to U.K.
without dropping their load.
173.
At 21OO hrs Bde patrols ascertained that
the HEVEADOHP ferry 6876 had been sunk and the
north bank of the river at that point was held
by the enemy.
174.
At 223O hrs the Ede L.O. from :Div HQ, .
arrived with Instructions for the Bde t.o cross
the river, while the Div would endeavour t.o .
attack the northern end of the ferry and send
over boa.t's and raft.s.'.

;
''"

'

'

175. 'When the 'leading, elements of'the. Bde
rea.c'hed the river it .WR.S found that' neither
boats nor ra.fts had arrived..' The Bde Commander
therefore decided.to move to DRIEL 6875 and
esta.blish defensive positions there.
........ /22 SEP
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22 Sep - 24 Sep.
Action In the 176.
Some re-adjustment was necessary before
Ply.Perimeter, first light on 22 Sep.
The perimeter was
contracted, -on the northern face and. the Recce
;. .. '
San came under command Brigadier Hackett's
(now Lleut. Col, Murray's) force and, together
"'1th 21 Indejb- Para Coy and 4 Para Sqn R.E.
were moved; over to the eastern flank.
The
former occupied .positions from cross ro^.ds
696784 to 6957SO. and' a detachment of Div
H.A.S.C. extended the line from 6Q578O to 695776.
4 Para San "were held in Bde -reserve near 4
Para Bde HVQ,.- about 695784.
177...The ground included in the Div perimeter
was an odd combination of thickly wooded country
and bui-lt up a.rea.s.
The west, and centre were
well wooded, B.nd the north and eastern flanks
rested i-n the streets ,and houses.
The southern
flank was the R. LEK., ..
. ,
178.
During 22 Sep the G-. S. O. 1( Ops) and C.R. E.
left to cross the river to contact the Polish
B'de and 3O Corps.
They returned durine; the
.night 23/24 Sep.
The Briti sh G. S.:0. 1( L,) from
' the Polish Bde also 'arrived at Div H.Q,.

.
'
'".;, '

-. :''
;-

.
..; '
-" f
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179.
On the night of 22/23 Sep o.pprox 5O
men of 1 Polish Pars. Bde were ferried across
as reinforcements and on the next night about
15O.
These w e re placed under Brigadier Hicks.
Th^»t greater ' numbers w e re not got across was
;'due largely ."to lack of'facilities.
'180..
During the evening of 23 Sep a supply
drop took place, but only a very small quantity
could be picked up.
This chiefly due to the
wide dispersion and also owing to the activity
of. enemy snipers.
That collected did, however,
slightly relieve the 'food shortage for the wounded.
181";
On the night 24/25 Sepj 4 Dorset of 130
Bde (43 Div) attempted a crossing, but the landings
made were very scattered, a large proportion
being in the area of ths H"3VEADO.rLP ferry, which
was firmly In enemy hands.
The Bn never concen
trated as a. fighting unit after crossing.

- ••'..'.

,

182 r,
The prisoners in the tennis courts
near. Div H.-O, C were beginning: to feel the effects
of short --rations and of their own shelling and
:
mortaring, , and were beginning:. to quote Q-enevo Con*^
vent 1 ohs ..
...'",
183-,
Fr-om .?.? Sep until 'the morning of 25 Sep
.- .
it was f'cr those in the perimeter 'a question of
withstanding continuous attacks., mortaring and
" ' '( shelling .
The force was dwindling steadily
'" ' in nu'ni'oers and strength owing to casualties in
_ officers- men and weapons, and was becoming
: ' ' lnc'reo.,-:liiply chort of arnmunition.
Much patching
by F raw. 11 parses and' fre.quent .mi-nor rs ad just
mer>MJ!? of. tie per-lmet;e.r "were necessary, but, except
.- ; for the. d.e.-lJ-berate- closing in of the north face
' of the per:.T;ster. little or no ground was lost
a.nd the general- lay--out remained the same
thr'ous.i-'iout the defence.
From this time onwards
~S~& ••&• -ft IT T

./rations
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rations and water were very short and
the evacuation and care of -the wounded was
always a worry, as most of the time the M.D.S.
was in enemy hands.
Movement became very
restricted, owing to Infiltration of enemy
snipers and, latterly, M.M.G-s.
Blocking of
roads and tracks by fallen trees, bra.nch.es and
by damaged vehicles mp.de the use of the few surviving Jeeps almost Impossible.
'
184.
At about O6O5 hrs on 25 Sep, the Div'
Commander received a letter from Commander,
43 Div,: which explained that SECOND Army's
intention was not no"^ 'to form a bridgehead
over the iNEDSR HlJlM near ARNH^.M.
It "also gave
the plan for the withdrawal of the Division
south of the river on.whatever date should be
agreed,
The Div Commander therefore informed
43-Div by R/T that the withdrawal must take
pla.ce on the night 25/26 .Sep and this was shortly
after agreed.
It was to be known as Operation
1 B: EriLIN» .
"
185.
At 1O3O hrs on' -25 Sep, the Div Commander
gave, out his orders.
Crossing "'as to start
at P.2OO hrs, -and- units w e re to withdraw on a
timed.programme, by twp routes.
In general
those furthest from the river were to start first.
It was not expected that either 'of
these routes would be free from enemy inter
ference, but-they were the best possible;
one
being on the west and one. on the eas.t side of
the'- Div area.
1 Airlanding Bde and" 4 Para
Ede were to post guides .on--the T"r est and east
routes "respectively and Div R.-E. were ;tb /mar.k
the way to the river from the points where
these routes met the open ground north of the
river.
186.
Units '^ere to move to the river in
parties of fourteen, which number wis approxi
mately a boatload.
Boots, were to be muffled
so as to deaden the. noise and, If f,lred on,
parties w e re to take evasive action., and. onlyfight if compelled to, so as to P.void trie danger
of indiscriminate firing.
On arrival at the
river, parties were to lie down under cover
of the bank a.nd-await their turn for a boat,
187. . The guard on the Div P."r . Cage (all'
volunteers) wa.s to remain in, position till O13O
hours, 26 Sep, when it -^as to 'withdraw as un
ostentatiously as po-sslble.
There we-re about''2OO prisoners "in the cac^e at this time.
188. , HQ Div R.A. arranged with C. C, ri.. A. , 30
Corps,.for a. comprehensive artillery programme
to cover t'h.-i vhole ^r lthdrayr.al.
The efficiency
of -this ^rhen tiie -"Tlthdra^al betran undoubtedly
contributed very largely to the success of the
operation.
189. --25 Sep T?ras ouieter th^ n the day before,
but by the end of-the: ..day enemy Infiltration was
considerable.
The enemy. rir ere firmly established

R
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In wood 795777 and a shoot "by 64 I Medium
Regiment was ca.rrLed out on this area, which, it should be noted, was in the centre of the
Div position^
At many other places snipers
and some kL^/LGs,, cr ere in position, inside our
lines, and most units T'r ere to some extent
encircled rnd cut off from, their neighbours,
Such was the position w:en the "Ithdra"r 8.1
bepa.n.
190.
Right from the tine of landing, the
Dutch population proved themselves most'help
ful in providing information and guides, a.ndassisting ith the wounded,
This the:; continued
to do on all possible occasions throughout the
operation, though during; the close encirclement
of the Div perimeter from D -I- 3 till the evacuation
assistance was inevitably limited.
'
THE WITHDRAWAL, TO NIJi'KGEN

191»
At P14o hrs, 25 Sep the first units to
withdraw crossed the starting line, which was
the road ..between road Junction 79P.774 and. CHURCH
796774. -The enemy wn.s mortaring and shelling
very heavily at this time, which made things
difficult for the first units to move.
192.
However, about" P?OO hrs the enemy fire
slackened and, thoup;h there WAR a consi3.ara.~Dle
amount of spasmodic shelling, mort^rin^, MHGf-lre and sniping, It did not seriously interfere
with movement.
The enemy made no move himself
to prevent the withdrawal, for T''hich 30 Corps
artillery concentrations were no doubt' -largely
responsible.
~
.
193.
The nlo;h.t was dar1.^ with an overcast slty,
heavy rain -no. a strong wind; most suitaole
conditions for the occasion.
19-t.
Ferrying across the river be scan at 2P.OO
hrs as planneo., and continued throughout the
night.
The behaviour of the troops during
the ".'Ithdrawal ana the lonp; '-'^ it th^t most of
them had in the cold, r^in beside the river v;as
exemplary;
particularly for men ^h.o had been
fighting continuously for nine days, <?.nd. for
some who had had practically neither sleep nor
food and onl," very little water.
195. . By da^n on 26 Sep, when operations had
to cease, approx 17OO a.ll r. nks of the Division
and 4PO '>lid.er Pilots had been ferried, across.
About 3OO men still remained, all who could sw.Im
having already done so.
196. After cropF'lnc, all r^n\is marched to a
H. V. south o f JX-,12L, .where .rum, tea, hot food
and a ."blanket were 'provided by 43 Div, an
excellent and much appreciated reception.
197..
Too much praise cannot be p;iven to the
excellence of the arrangements made by 43 Div for
the crossing: of the river and subseouent transport
vras provided from DRIEL to MIJi'IEG-ZHM where the
'

...../remains
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remains of the Division were concentrated, by
12OO hrs, 26 Sep.
THE HETUriN FnOM NIJMEGEN TO U.K.

At 143O hrs, 26 Sep, the G-.O.C. held a
198.
conference a.t NIJMEGEN, the chief points being
the collection and rsorff3.nlea.tlon of units,
clothing of personnel and composition of
nominal rolls by units of all those present.
Accomodatlon was allotted on the basis of
one building for both Para Bdes, one for 1
Airlanding Bde and a third for Div Troops and
Glider Pilots.
The 'Seaborne tail 1 of the Division had
199.
already arrived in NIJiviSGEN, and had been a.ble
This also
to prepare this accommodation.
meant that the great majority of.the survivors
received their large packs containing a complete
cha.nge of clothing.
Advance pa.rtil-es were ordered to move early
200.
on 27 Sep to GRAVE airfield in order to
fly to U.K., prior to the return of the Division
On 27 Sep,
by air to its normal locations.
however, It was found tha.t GRAVE airfield could
not be used and so a small advance party under
the A.A. & Q.M.G-. went by road to BRUSSELS and
thence to U.K. by air.
The morning: of 27 Sep was spent in reorg
201.
anisation and clearing up prior to the Division
being' paraded for a visit by Lt. Gen. F.A.M.
Brooming, Commander Airborne Corps, at 17OO hrs.
He visited all three buildings., at each explained
the big picture of Operation"'MARKET', and compli
mented the Division on its achievements.
On 26 and 27 Sep the G-.O.C. visited 3O Corps,
202.
43 Div and 64 Med Regt, R.A. and thanked them for
their assistance to the Division both during the
On 2.8 Sep G.O.C.
battle and the withdrawal.
visited H.Q,., SECOND Army and ha.d lunch with the
He then went to Tac H. Q,» , 21
Army Comma.nder.
Army Group where he spent the night as the' guest
of Field Marshal Mon.tgomery.
On the evening of 27 Sep, instructions
203.
were issued for the move of the whole Division,
Including Glider Pilots, by.road to DIEST.the
next day, prior to returning to U.K. by air from
This move was completed without
BRUSSELS,,
incident by approx 20OO hrs, 28 Sep, but to'LOUVAIN
The former was much nearer
instead of DIEST.
BRUSSELS airfield and h«d better accomodation.
The Division spent a most comforta-ble night in
LOUVAIN, as a result of the excellent arrangements
The route taken
made by Rear H.Q,., SECOND Army.
from NIJMEGEN to LOUVAIN was via EINDHOVEN
.--.'
,
and DIEST.
On 29 Sep, although the weather was unpromis
204.
ing, 4£O. Glider Pilots were evacuated to the 'U.K.
During the morning, Major G.e.ne-ral Williams, -Co'mmanding-Genera.i, 9th Troop .Carrier Command, flew '
over in hl's own aircraft t-o pick up the G.O.C.
...../The
-3 E G fl E T-

The latter was met -at CRANWELL by Lleut. General
Brereton, Co.mmandi.ng General, First-'Allied Airborne
Army, and by Maj'or General £rawford, Director of «
The weather was not very good until about 1<£>O
Air.
hrs. when it cleared sufficiently, and between
then and 163O hrs the whole of the survivors of
the Div, less 1 an'd 4 Para Bdes' and R.A.S.C. had
1 A-ir Landing Ede w e nt. to V>TOODHALL SPA,
taken off,,
within v/alkina: dis.tance ctf their • billets and .the
remainder landed at BARKSTON HEATH and SALTBY/
On 30 Sep the remaining survivors were
2O5 n
c-lea:.red during the morning and were all back
in .their normal- l_oo&tions by about' .140O hrs.
; •

•*

.

m

Thus ended operation MARKET, the sixteenth
2O6.
operation planned b-y the division since 6 Jun 44.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECT OF THE' OPERATION
GENERAL.
A& the role ..allot ted to the Division after 6 Jun ^4 ^>t^s. in
2O7 *
effect that of standing by to carry.out at short notice, with or
without assistance of'U.S. Airborne Divs, operations of widely
varying natures anywhere in FRANCE or, later, in the LOW COUNTRIES,
any administrative plan had to bet —
Flexible .— to cope with the varying types of opera
(a)
tions, varying Orders of Battle and the varied numbers of
aircraft allotted to the adminictrative echelon.
Simple — so as to be ea.slly assimilated by units in
(b)
• - ...
the short time available for briefing.
The continual;: planning and subseauent cancellation of opera
208.
tions enabled the 'administrative drill to be worked out and the
administrative plan to be thoroughly understood by all. All Ad
ministrative Orders were based on two comprehensive Administrative
Instructions issued prior to 6 Jun and, for operations planned
subsequently, the only d-etails to be -sent out were:-,.
(a)

Allotment to Transit Camps.

(b)

Allotment of troop carrying t-ranspdrt 'to airfields.

(c)

Allotment of aircraft to administrative echelon.

(d)

Detf-ils-of re-supply.

(e)

Locations of Div FMC and PW Cage.

( f)

Money exchange arrangements.

• '
'•

LAUNCHING OF OPERATION.

...

Transit Camps occupied varied according to the allotment of
209.
units to airfields', which was necessarily dlfferen.t for each op
For operation MARKET both Parachute Bdes, .who -were
eration.
taking off from airfields in the 0-RA.NTHAM area., Utilised .their
own billets, whilst the remainder of tl~-e Division occupied camps
on airfields in the South, extending from MARGATE to. TARRANT
Allocation of troops to camps is .shewn at
RUSHTON, in Dorset.
•
Appendix 'A 1 .,.
The movement.of troops to trans-ft camps a.nd thereafter to
210.
airfields required more transport than could be provided from
Three ; extra War Office 'co'ntrolled RASC,
Divisional resources.
Coys were, therefore., attached to the Div during .the preparatory ,
period but, working on an al.lo.tme.nt of one vehicle per stick of
parachutists', even these might not have been, sufficient had the
whole Division had. to "calce off in one lift.
MAINTENANCE PLAN;

'

'

.

Based on the a.ssxn.ra.nce that the.Div was to be linked up
211.
with ground forces after four days, r the maintenance p3.an w«.s as
follows:(a) .

Supplies* .All troops to. •-CLan.'d with two ?4—hr rations
pei'" rnH-n , one enie'cr'gency ration Per man,
All 'e,'lidoi"3 . to carry one box of. Compo.

..... c »/(b).

"' :—a—B o n ic T'
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(b),

Petrol.

35O miles per vehicle.

(c).

Ammun111on.

1st Line Scales plus a considerable
amount of c ertain -extra ammunition
carried in.: —
(1)

'Spare containers by Units.

(11)

Airborne vehicles of RASC.

(ill)

Bulk loaded Hamilcars (see para
216 below).

It was appreciated that the following types of ammunition
would be particularly required and, these types formed the bulk
of 'the load of the RASC vehicles and Hamilcars:75 mm.
(d)

6-pr.

17-pr.

3" Mor HE.

PIAT

Ordnance. It was not considered that a large Ordnance
detachment was necessary but only sufficient
personnel to receive, list and issue stores
received by air.
A certain amount of space
.was, however, allotted to ordnance stores in
the bulk loaded Hamiloars.
See Appendix ( B'.

(e) ' REME.

It was thought that the main task of REME
would proba.bly be the maintenance of wireless
sets and weapons and that there would be no
time or opportunity during the operation for
major repairs to vehicles.
All jeeps were,
however, supplied with spares in order that
repa.lrs could be carried out by their drivers.

( f ) . RASC.

One Para platoon dropped or landed with each
Bde.
Five gliders were allotted to each Para
platoon for the carriage of their jeeps and
trailers which would be used to carry spare
ammunition for the Bdes in the initial stages,
but would later revert to control of the CRASC
for the use In clea.rlng Div supply drops.
The balance of 13 Horsa Gliders were used to
transport half one light transport platoon,
RASC, who were to carry Div spare' .ammunl tlon
and to carry out normal RASC duties within
the Div.

(g). Provost.

One Sec of Provost dropped or landed with
each Bde and two Sees with Div HQ,.
Thei-r
duties were norms.1.

ORDER OF BATTLE.
21S.
For detailed Order of Battle of .A/Q, Staff and Services
see Appendix 'C'.
SUPPLY BY AIR.

-

'

•

.

.

213.
Before departure, lists of ammunition and 'stdre,s required
fo'r supply by a.ir, based on the figures of aircraft available,
-had been given to HQ, Airborne Troops.
Certain SDPs had been pre—
'selected.
Marking of SDPs was to..be carried out by 21 Indep Para. Coy
using Eurekas on predetermined frequencies. After drop all
7J3 jj CT x"l j[j,

T

...../stores

t
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stores were to be cleared, to Dlv Maint Area, by RASC and. issued to
units on demand.
Any surpluses built up were to be handed, over
to HQ. Airborne Corps on its arrival.
Th.Ft.~t the re-supply of the Div was unsuccessful can be attri
buted to va.rious . factors , the main of which
(a)

In the early stages lack of communications prevented
cha.nges in SDPs being notified to Base.

(b)

The strength of the enemy Flak defences caused consider
able loss to aircraft, forced them to take evs.slve action
a.nd prevented accurate dropping;.

(c)

The comparatively small size of the Div perimeter,
combined with (b) above, meant that the major portion
of the resupply fell into enemy hands.

(d)

Lack of communications between ground and air prevented
the exa.ct location of SDPs being notified, to the air
craft when overhead.
Some form of VCP in future is
essential.

(e)

TlJte constant shelling and mortaring and conseauent
loss of vehicles ma.de collection a.nd distribution on
a Dlv and even Bde level in the later stages impos
sible.
Units merely recovered what they could from
containers dropping in their own area..

215.
Details of stores' dropped, aircra.ft losses a.nd approximate
figures of the re-supply actually recovered are shown in Ap
pendices 'D', 'E' and ' F 1 .
BULK LOADED HAMILCARS.
216.
A jeep and trailer carried in a Horsa. Glider can. never
really carry economical loads of ammunition and' supplies and it
had always been appreciated that a. supply drop was at best a.
somewhat cha.ncy business.
It was, therefore, decided to experi
ment in loa.ding three Hamilcars completely with stores a.nd
using RASC transport to clear them. to the Div Maint enance Area, on
arrival.
For loads carried see Appendix '3' .
217.
All these Hamilcars landed safely a.nd t^o were completely
unloaded, the third falling into eneray hands.
The loads of these
two Ha.milcars proved invaluable a.nd formed the basis of the Dlv
FMCs which were set up early in the operation.
With, re— supply
being the somewhat doubtful fa.ctor that it is, the bulk loaded
Kamilcars or Horsas would appear to be the solution to the maint
enance of Airborne Divisions provided tha,t dista.nces are not too
great to prevent stores being ferried from the LZ to the troops.
SEA&OrJME TAIL..
218.. The Divisional Seaborne Tail of 1,OOO vehicles had been- ,
despatched to FRANCE some six. weeks previously.
It was loaded
with 2nd line ammunition, explosives, 2 days Compo rations for
the whole' Div/ 5C miles of petrol for every vehicle, men' s
packs,- cooking equi.pme.nt and office eciulpment.
In addition as
it was appreciated that ' supplies of 75 "mm Mow might be difficult
to obtain overseas each vehicle carried 1?. rounds of 75 -mm How
giving a tota.l of 4,5OO rounds over and above Snci line allotment.
Numbers- of vehicles and. details of loads carried., by RASC
vehicles are shown at Appe.nd.ix ' G-' . ' The. Officer i/c Seaborne'
tra.nsp6rt .was Inatr-ucted^ to. proceed
as 'close after the leading'ground forces a.s possible' and an order of priority for the mov-eVfor the Seaborne vehicles was -laid down.
—§^45;'.' 0" ii E' T":—
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219. The Seaborne Tail .arrived wi'th the 'forward -troops of the
Guards Armoured -Div early in the Operation, and -heLd they madecontact would have been invaluable in replenishing the Div.
As
it was, th'&y prov-ed.vexpremely useful .to HQ, Airborne Corps ^ho ,
ha.nded ' the'--V-5mrri ammiiinition over to the American -D'ivs a.nd used," the medical _ stores,'; rum, rations etc., for Units of the Airborne
Corns and for maintaining; the Div after its withdrawal across-.
the~R. LEK. •'.';•
• '"
" ''••
•
. ;' '
DIARY
OF BV5MTS.
'
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2?.O. Dpy to day account of events P.S they af'fected the aclflain-l-strs.tive side is given p.t Appendix 'H 1 .
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Appendix 'A'

to Part II

ALLOTMENT OF UNITS TO TRANSIT CAMPS
LOCATION
KEEVIL

UNIT

1 Para Bde (Glider Element)
4 Para Bde (Glider Element)
7 KOSB
Lt Bty, RA
FOU, RA
' 9 Fd Coy, RE
Sec 181 Air Lg-d Fd Amb

HARWELL

Lt Bty, RA
4 Para Bde

BRIZE NORTON

HQ 1 Air Ldf? Bde
2 S STAFFORDS less two coys
MDS and Sec 1 Air Ldg- Fd Amb

BURFORD

1 BORDER
Sec 181 Air Ldpc Fd Amb

BLAKEHILL FARM

HQ 1 Para Bde
2 Air Ldpe A tk Bty, RA
9 Fd Coy, RE

BROADWELL

REMARKS

)
In BILLETS
)not Transit Camp.

_ 21 Indep Para Coy

DOWN AMPNEY

Div HQ
HQ Lt Reprt , RA
Bty Lt Rept, RA

TARRANT RUSHTON

1 Para Bde (Glider Element)
4 Para Bde (Glider Element)
1 Air Ldg- Bde
1 Airborne Recce Sqn
IV pr Gp, 1 and 2 A tk Btys , RA
Aviation Engrs (USA)"

MANSTON

Two eroys 2 S STAFFORDS
Lt Bty, RA
1 Air Ldg- A tk Bty, RA
Sec 181 Air Ldpr Fd Amb
Div HQ (Air Sp Sec- 4 Wacos)

-E- 0 R E T
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APPENDIX 'B 1
HAMILCAR LOADS
Gilder No.l

75 mm HE Fuze M 54

2O Panniers

6-pr A tk APCBC

15

"

5

"

3" Mortar HE

6O Rounds

17 pr AP
Gilder No. 2.

•

RE 10

'

75. mm. HE Fuze --M 54

"
"

3".Mortar HE

10
6

17 Pr AP

3O Rounds

6 Pr APCBC

4 Rolls

Barbed' Wire
Mines A tk Mk 5

40

Tatx? .Mine

4 Rolls

Shafts.Pick

4

Heads,Pick

2

'Siphs ,Mine"

4

:>

Glider No.3.

16 Panniers
"
10

Pickets,Screw

16

RE 10

9 Panniers

s Pr. :APCBC

5

"

3" Mortar HE

4

u

30

"

.Ord Stores

:;S~ E

«l

Branch

Fd ^jnb
133 Fd jjnb
l6 I'd

Units

1 jeep & trailer

250 Lt Coy
93 Coy KJ

: pro Coy

h£wi, feksps

Ord pd pit

2 jeeps & trailers

1 jeep & trailer
1 Lt Vit M/c
2 folding bicycles

H.Q. Vehs.

ORDER OF EuJTTLE - iA,

,AIM>
LuDMS '
8 u.hs.

1 offr.
2 O.HS.

Serial

Chief C^erk LI
2 clerks ;'A
3 orderlies
medical

CRbSC
2 i/c Fu£C

'

R*SC

Ordnance

3
2 dvrs
3 O.Rs.
4.

1 jeep, 6 ivl/cs.

119
110

of

10

223

'35.

&4

.

V to j?art 11

11
10

10

5

Unit Vehs.

cot

Ml
fil

/
10 jeeps 6 trailers 5 Vcs *
5 jeeps 4 trailers 2/n/cs } Lt wt in/c /
5 jeeps 4 trailers 2 14/0s 1 Lt wt su/z

29 jeeps & trailers

4 jeeps & 5 trailers
2 JK/CS.

2 -jeeps, 1 welding trailer,
1 tireless trailer, 9 ivi/es,
18 folding bicycles.

4 jeeps. 9 M/os..

* • 2 je«ps and 2 trailers on loan from 250 Lt Coy RASC

1 .jeep and trailer

3 offrs.

1 Lt U M/cs.

1 Offr.
3 O.Rs;

Provost

SCF

BEiviE

6.

Chaplain

5.

7-

E 0 R £ T
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APPENDIX-. ' D 1

to PART II.

AIRCRAFT LOSSES

Total a/c Type 'Of Number Percentage Net appro x
Gross tonnap,1?
on : Aircraft Missing loss by
weight ( incl
tonnage of
Mission
Tynes
Sups dropped containers ;
panniers &
chutes) .

Day

D + 1
CL8 Sep |
D + 2
(19 Set}

33

Stirling:
33

o

6%

163

Stirling
100
C.47 63

11

±1%

Stirling:
99
C.47 63

11

Stirling
63
C.47
53

14

22. 2%)

19

36%

:

D + 3
(2O Sep)

162

D 4- 4
(21 Sep)

116

D i- 6
^23 S^p)
D -»- 7
£4 Sep)
D -v 8
55 Sen)
OTALS

12.7$)

8

H#

)

4.76*0

3

D -V 5
£2Sep;

)

j

87

144

388

594

386

591

271

4O8

291

444

MO MIS SION

123

Stirling73
C . 47
50

15f0 )

4

6% )

NO MI£ SION

:;.

4
C.47 4
(46 G-p
from 3russ=L 3)
601

11

6O1
NOTES:-

1

25%

8

20

84

14?&

1431

2201

In all drops loads were as follows:-

Stirling =• 24 ' containers ^ 4 panniers.
C.47

=16 panniers.

PANNIERS
CONTAINERS
PARACHUTES

- 5572
- 876O
=14332

';

f
E C —
ii. E T
—
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APPENDIX
TONNAGE OF RESUPPLY COLLECTED DAILY
( i)

Date
D +
(18
D *•
(19
D -»(2O

1
Sep)
2
Sep)
3
Sep)

D +
(21
D 4(22
D +
(23
D +
(24
D +
(25

4
Sep)
5
Sep)
6
Sep)
7
Sep)
8
Sep)

Net approx tonnage
of supplies collected
14=
IS

21
3
38

General

% collected out
Source
of total dropped
66
3 Bulk loaded Hamllcars
14
33 Stirling's
504
Stlrllngs & C.47

•)

io'.e

11

4

NIL:

._

7

• - - .

2.4

1st drop from a few
C.47 Mostly rations
from Stirling's & C.47
Stirlings & C . 47
No drop
Stirlings & C.47

NIL,

—

No drop :.

NIL

—

4 Da.kotas only

TOTAL SUPPLIES COLLECTED - 106 tons.
N O T_ E _S

TOTAL pereentage -* 7.4
,

li
It is estimated that another 10O tons approx fell in unit •
lines and was collected and used toy them, especially in the case
of units in the neighbourhood of the river. But there are no
figures to support this estimation,
:
2..
The rate of oollfctlon towards the end fell off steeply as
the number of Jeeps and Trailers available for collection de
creased*
By D -f 4 the effective availability had been reduced
by half, and on D -f 8 only two Jeeps and Trailers remained
serviceable,
,
The shrinking of the perimeter towards the end also contributed
to a decreased ra.te of recovery.
3.
Nearly everything recovered was eventually issued, wit.h"
the exception of some 3OO galls Pet, 17-pr and ?." .Mor Smoke.
There was also a. quantity of•RE minefield panniers left in the
dump .

...../(ii). G-un Amn

-B i
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APPENDIX 'E'
(II) Gun Amn

Date

75 mm

18 Sep

80

19 Sep

25O

2O Sep

33e>- •- .

21 Sep

40O

22 Sep

j

6-pr

[

3O
80'
• •.

)
:

)

14O
170

17-pr.

24

)'

•

NO HE SUPPLY

160

23 Sep

80

24 Sep

NO RE SUPPLY

25 Sep

NO RESUFPLY
•r

TOTAL

±220

COMPOSITION! M.48.960
•

M. 54. 5O
'Smoke 12O
^.P.
9O

500
AP CBC -250
D.S.
180
H.E.
7O

,
'

24
APCEC.

24

(cont)

jp

______
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APPENDIX 'F'

to Part IT

LIST OF STORES DROPPED ON 1 AIRBORNE DIV DURING
' MARKET '

OPERATION

. '"*
'
WEAPONS
Sten Carbine Mk V c/w Bayonet
2" Mortar, Airldg
3" Mortar (with modified baseplate)
':
Tripod folding: Eren LMG'
Rifle No. 4 Mk I (T)
PIAT
.303" Rifle
Vickers LMG- . 3O3 1'
GO, No.l
"

18
162
52
17O
12
87
52
3O
6

AMMUNITION AND GRENADES.
Grenade Hand. N-o. 82
GS-rene.de Hand No 0 79
Signal ?.- star (Red-Green) Mk I
75— mm Pack Hovr

SO— mm Polston
Sten Carbine Mk V
. 3O3" Bandolier
-»303" Mk VIIIZ
. 3O3" Tracer
PIAT
2." Mortar
3" Mortar
.45". Automatic
.38" Revolver
17-pr

1024O
68 4O
14616
1917O

.

.

SIGNAL EQUIPMENT.,
Wireless Stn No. 76R/1O9 /A (Para)
22 (Para)
"
"
"
18 (Airlanding)
»
"
11
« ,68P( Air- landing)
"
"
38 Mk II
"
"
11

6552
965?.2
1272P.OO
1641 6 3O
823756
169O2
5O352
3OP.76
P.4OOO
1252,8
.10,14
6
29 ->
55
17 "f
577

ENGINEER STORES.
War sop Drills

4

PACKING SETS.
Cusiiions packing 3" Mortar -Eombs:
ii
ti
ii
ti
n
n
11
n
ii
n
Packing for W/T set No. 76
:

11

tl

II

II !

rpifj

"
it

"
n

"
ii ,

»
M

18 or 68
33

VOTE 8 STORES.
Stretcliers folding -airborne
Valises Rifle
Eapcs sleeping: airborne
Equipment carrying 3" Mortar and )
)
Bombs

Set A
g
it
Q
u
i.

Sets 1
Sets 2
Sets 3
Shelter Portable No. 12 (Workshop shelter)
Crosses distinguishing; hospital airborne
Ladders rope 22. ft
Ropes cllmblnp; 125 ft

U

648
648 648
6
29
72
57
1272.
32
366
52
52 52
31
30
2
6

ro

1

' i—1

CD
P
O

*^j
&

0,

v,;

tr

>J

-4_,

f«

v_O "

ij

*"

"=•

^

•^~~~-

*_rt

t_J

s"
j.^.

o

" cf

^

' M-

Sorir:l Ho.

: '}3»-'
^

!••!•

r",J

'

*°-

Unit

; •

'

Cj"j

K

o

. -' .

ro
•^

v_o
I-1

I

i—1
CJN

i

i

i—1
ro

o

j-j

i •
o

Jeeps

ro
^-n

\_->
CTN

|

!—*
QS

|

|

co

v_n

(-•

i _i
o

Trailers

ff1

2/-1—s'trs .

VJl

-t^

X_n

ro . .v.'J

ro

t-1

t

I

ro

i

i

VJl

\J1

x.o
co
• ro - ' HJ
co
o:)

I-1

(

ro

:_•

,

, - .;

i

"^
i—1
j\_

ro vo

t~'

f*

i

1

il

i

vjj

i co
-r

\_r.

Trucks, __5—<jv,-t

j

co

Lorrios, 3~"^<<^>';1

i

i

i

^jvibtO-ancen

-pi

i

a^

o

Ii/C fl .

i

i-'

t

rw

T r ail era, V/p/ter
Trucks, ' "a'ter

v-o

ro

i

i

i'

i

-

-o

K

co . 4-,

1

1

1

H

1

V-J

I

I.

t-1

j

i

,!_.,

,

,

M

1

1

""-"I

i

li

i

i

i

i

Trucks , Compresaoi

1

1

I

i

i

i

i

i

i

I

i

i

Lorrios , BrcelccTovn

1

1

t

i-*

i

i

I

1

I

i

i

i

Lorrios, '"inch

1

1

!•• .

ro

t

i

il

i

i

i

i

v _• \c5-to rn , Li.-.;hjc.

1

1 '

l-

»

i

t

i

i

i

i

i

(

Tractors ,BrtDsMorri

1

I

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

t

|

Tr.iXorV, o-ton'

1

I

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

V-O

vlo

i—*

(—'

1—'

(—•

vCj

L'b "xo.cxworj'" Ti'ticfc
•r^V/.jj V. -213 (loss
"./Ofj ": Trc'.'ilLcrs )

O

-3

VJ1

V/l

i—'

|oo

S-- fo

0^

—J

H. •$'$'
g s 5 £ .!__>•;
°
t3 Tj

i-j ,—^^«
0 o>
P :d
t
y? o r*
W

CO

xO

O

————(-a—————————
\^O
—J
C7N

*£*

4^

f^

O^

cr^

-f^

i

ro ro

G^*

ro

c^>

t-j ; . ^_,

I—1
-

i.-;. i

-

PS

H-I

lierac-rlzs .

' '—

cso

g ^ ,2
'O
0

f-J

'

!•!

©" O HI .

"

c-I- "
0 _^
-!
O*
CO v.'

l~H

.-•

iv)

ro

-S^»

ro

V_O

l^j

hj

l-i

C/3

ro

e+Co

sr
O"

ro i—»

1—'

<J
o

»
c-f-

c*4*
o

t-'H'l—'

CD vO

CO

—--J

t-i!
-—.
o
_$a „_-»__,_.
o
s^

l—'

CT"^

'

-l—' - t—'

V^n

O

O t—t
O &

.

-i^»

v^o

O. 1—'
P CU

>pH!
1—'
^»
0VJ ,

=<; O
P. tr"
o c:

~ 'J
•

*^-'

*—-* trf
izi

s?

.,i. -

-

-

(

CO

Ji

Jeeps

CT.

.£>'

10
• ro

O
co

|

co

-fi»

T-railors

-^

^

K

,-

^

^

2/4—s'trs .

l_i

i_i

• io
-f^

i—'
o

"o

i

CO

V.O

V.O

ro •

i

co

vo

.

"

• •'

\J\

(

.,,,,,

CDJ

•'

Q

I—1

i

. Unit

• ea

p

I-1

Serial No.'

' - " '

"" :

Truolcs, 15-c\rt

i

i

t—•

i—'

ro

ro
. v_n

1

<

i

1

f

1

1

1

1 '

^

VJ1

- ^-O

fv>

vji

CO

\»J

O

~-J

^Oe;

|l -j

I

1

1

I

I

V.O

Vf

1

I

\~"

^

Trailers, r 'a'ber

J ia

1

1

1

II

M

1

--J

I-1

1

I-1

I 1*3

1

l

1

1

1

|l

ro

1

1

1

Trucks , Comprossor

1

i

i

i

" M

4^

ro

|

|

i

Lorries , BrQaltc!^7iv .

i

l

i

1

1

ill

1

i

1 '

Lorries, V/inch

1

I

1

l

|

|

II

II

1

T r ac "t o r s , Li gh"t

l

i

i

l

It

1

II

1

T r o.c"t o r s , Bre alec: ovrn

Sf i

i

i

i

i

'

Trailers, 6—-ton

l

i

i

l

ro

i-j
.

4^

t-1

.VJl

O

1 11-"
Mo
I 1 -f^
I no ro
1 1 H

o

\~O

'

-

v-o
-

o~^

.

ro -

'

• • h*

. >.

. ' '

|
l-j
O .:
o
•-.•-•
,

o

I
r*O

'- - "

H* M .

,

• X

-, .g-.|/ .

• ','i

p c1*
—' O
QJ
P
ta

-•'..'

)•••

ro
I—'
—j
•

--O

•-..»«.•-;•
-

•

'

ro

^
*^
O
i
<—J

-

•

-

ro

.

J

ll

"

M

II

i
" .

i—'
o

vj

'

ro

Lorries , 3—"ton .

I

/\mbula.nco3

|

II

o^-

i—'

CO

:

I—1

L't 2e co very Trxtolc
.

TOTAL V.,£iS (less
I'i/Gs aiifi ffrr-i-lors..)

co

.a.

• X.

'_ &# .

.

o
o

Trucks , ''rat,Gr-

-—• !••!

V/ '.. ,
'

-

.

td o
- ' P' D
o

"

i.

..

,

to' "HCD <I

•' id
O

• ^

•
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APPENDIX 'H 1

DIARY OF EVENTS AS AFFECTING THE ADM SIDE.

17 S ep .

AA & QJvIG and ADMS landed with Tac Div HQ, and set
Para.chute PI 1 Para Bde landed and
up In wood 658797,
commenced to recover Bde res aran dropped In spare con
One load of this amn was taken into
tainers from DZ.
town in captured Germa.n veh and succeeded in reaching "br
Veh however shot up on its return.
party.
Portion of 1 A/L Bde Para PI landed with 3de and
moved Into town'with 1 Para Ede to carry out assessment
This PI
of dumps of pet, amn, stores, etc. in town.
reached the Br area with 1 Para, Bde, fought with them,
and the greater part were later taken prisoner,

18 Sep.

As further Quantities of res amn could not be
and other amn collect
got through to 1 Para Bde this
ed from DZs a.nd LZs was taken to Div HQ, at x—rds 665784
where small dump was formed.
DAAG-, DAQ.MG- and Staff, together with remaining Heads
of Services (CRASC, ADOS and REME rep) and bulk of "adm
Div HQ was then
echelon arrived during the afternoon.
in the process of moving to HARTESTEIN 7978.
Two ce.ptured German vehicles were put into runningorder a.nd were used for ferrying amn to DMA a.nd later for
The re-sup of 35 air
delivery of gun amn to Lt Regt.
craft was carried out in conjunction with the arrival
of the 2nd lift but dropped largely on pre~determined
little
SDPs which were then in the hands of the enemy;
In the evening at 2O30
could therefore be collected.
The contents of
hrs the DMA opened on main rd 693784.
the DMA came from the balance of the res amn from the
1 Para Bde, from the sup drop amn above, and from the
bulk loaded KAMILCARs'which had come in-with the 2nd
The
lift and two of which had been completely unloaded.
third was captured by the Germans before unloading could
No pet wa.s available in the DMA,
take place.
Owing to the general situation message was sent
to Ease changing location of SDP for following day.
Convoy of S jeeps and 12 trailers loaded with amn
This
organized and stood by ready to go to 1 Para Bde.
convoy never left owing to the sltua.tion, and part of the
load w«.s subsenuently transferred to 2 carriers which
later got through to 2 S Staffords and 1 Para 3n but NOT
to br.

•

19 Sep.

All Units Informed that Sup drop would take place
SDP map ref 685783.
on following day at 1O3O hrs.
Units
Pet pumps captured at map ref 696782.
notified to draw up to 8 galls per veh in own jerricans.

;-•.

Sup drop for 19th dropped on pre-arranged SDP
Only
owing to non—receipt of message sent on 18th.
During this recovery
-. Isolated containers recovered.
approximately half the RASC PI was lost in an ambush.
Message sent to Base reouesting urgent re—sup 'on map
ref 691785 earliest possible 2O Sep. . Possible new DMA
"was recced during morning but found untenable. As it
was appreciated the sup drop was not likely to be
successful, attempts were made through the Dutch Liaison
* ..../Offrs
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19 Sep.
(contT.

Only very small quantities
Offrs to obtain local sups.
could be produced, the main items being a sack of flour
and a pig. These" were handed over to the AD V'"S for con
sumption at the various DSs.
Morta.rlng and SAAA fire caused cas on DMA.
All Units warned utmost conservation amn, sups
and pet necessary and re—distribution of remaining Compo
on basis of -4rd ration per man as far as possible.
Units informed that limited quantities of e.mn were still
ava.llB.ble from DMA.

SO Sep.

Re-sup carried out in heavy flak but fa.ir propor
tion recovered incl ?,,OOO rations which were all issued
and represented a general ration of 1 between 3. Very
in morning. Cas fairly
heavy mortaring on DMA continued
heavy. As a result of increased SAA fire issues from
DMA became impossible and it was moved within Div HQ,
perimeter.
Further issues of amn made from DMA Incl first
Some units
delivery of gun amn to Lt Regt by RASC.
were, however, able to collect additional sups and amn
from outlying areas,,
MDS captured and majority of cas removed by Germans.
Own med staff looking after remainder under ADMS.
Two carriers loaded with amn attempted to rea.ch 1
Bde without success.
Cas in Div area heavy and many RASC jeeps were
diverted as Ambs and trailers for carrying water to MDS.
• -:-.: During, the evening of PO/21 Sep the- bulk of the
•Div; RASC were formed into a platoon under the comd of
^Gapt J.. C-RANMER-BYNG-, MC. , RASC., and took over a
portion of the Div perimeter from the 4 Para Bcl'e.

g.l Sep.

Sup dropped carried out- in very heavy flak and
with high percentage of RAF losses. Proportion of Sups
•recovered and issues, made from DMA. : Special shortage
of Sten amn. Remainder limited.• Small stock of Pet
•'._...
held.
More gun amn delivered to Lt .Regt during the day.
-, • '•
"
.
-by RASC.
Div HQ, dispersed over wider area in afternoon to
a,void possible casualties. Tao HQ, remained in house in
cellar. During this day heavy shelling.and mortaring of
the Div HQ, area caused fires and explosions in the DMS.
These fires were only put out with considerable difficulty^.

22. SeP.

Bo Re-Sup*.

'

•

'

•

•

;

During the day amn in the DMA caught fire twice
as the result of .mortar fire, and a. stack of 6—pr a.mn
exploded as a result of a direct hit. All fires were
a.galn extinguished,, .Issues were made to the 1st and
4th Para Bdes in Bren Carriers. Messp.ge .sent.asking for
special drop of PIATs, Mortars and PIAT and Sten amn..
S3 Sep.
""

'»•"• , Sup drop carried out despite very heavy opposition,
small• -proportions sups collected, and .distributed as far
as possible. At this stage there were only'a few service
able jeeps and trailers which could be .used, the remainder
having been rendered unserviceable by mortar and shell fire

—S-E-C-R—E~T—
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£3- Sea.
( cont)

'

'

CHASC and DAQMG- recced, area towards the river for
possible DMA without success, owing to blocking of roads
by branches of trees,, debris, etc.
More very heavy mortaring of DMA after re—sup, amn
stacks again asfcoliing fire.
Very few rations received
and all were handed over to MDS's.
Stocks of gun amn,
PIAT, Mortar and Sten which.were .in great demand were
almost non-existent.

~g4 Sep.

No re—sup.
Almost all RASC jeeps out of action.
DMA now empty except for stocks of 2" Mor Smok.
17-pr amn and Pet.

Nx

On the night of 24/P.5 Sep an attempt was made in
conjunction with
43 Div and Polish Para Bcle to
ferry Sups, Amn, Pet and Medical stores across the river
in DUKWS.
9 DUKWS were loaded but opposition was so
heavy that only 4 DUKWS succeeded in crossing the river.
None of these stores co.uld be unloaded as the DUK^S"
were under heavy fire and it was impossible owing
to the state of the roads to bring the DUKWS up to the
Div area from the river bank.
2,5 S.ep.

A. re—sup drop of 4 a.ircraft took place.
No sups
recovered.
When the Div evacuated only 2 RASC Jeeps and
trailers remained" serviceable and DMA was empty with the
exception of 2." Mor Smoke, 17-pr and Pet.

S B C
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OPERATION 'MARKET'

.

LESSONS.

•

INTRODUCTION.
221. The following remarks are of a general nature in most
cases.
PLANNING.

....

Seven days were found to be adequate for planning, issue
222.
of orders, move to airfields, general briefing and loading of
This assumes that transport is available for such
gliders.
moves'and transit camps are ready for the reception of troops.
• It is.doubtful, however, if this time would be sufficient
for a Div which either had not carried out an airborne opera
tion before, or had not had experience of rapid planning and
In an emergency> where the plan is simple,
Issue of orders.
troops are at Transit Camps and gliders loaded, an operation
The operation did not take place,
has been laid on in 72 hrs.
but the drill was worked out so that planning was completed in
...
.
that time..
223. An Airborne Division is designed to fight as a whoLe, If
the Division Is split and committed to a 2nd lift some .-24 hrs
later then, owing to the necessity of allotting part of the . •, •
first lift to protect the D.Zs. and L.Ze. of the following troops,
the effective strength for Immediate offensive action pf the Div
is reduced to that of a Bde.
It is considered that we must be prepared to take/more
224.
risks during the initial stages of a.n Airborne operation. -When
the balance "sheet of casualties at ARNHEM is ms.de, It. would
appear a reasonable risk to have landed the Div much closer to
It
the objective chosen, even In the face of some enemy flak.
has.always been the rule when planning that the maximum distance
from the D.Z. or L.Z. to the objective should not exceed 5 miles.
In the AHNHEM Operation this distance was 7 miles a.nd in. some
ca.ses 8 miles. An extra .two minutes flying time in the-face of
flak, If not. too severe, would have put the Div — always .sup
posing, the ground was suitable —.much nearer.ite objectlve.
Initial surprise in this operation was obtained, but the effect
of the surprise was lost owing to the time lag of some 4 hrs
before the troops could arrive at the objective chosen.
A whole Bde dropped near the bridge site at ARNHEM might
have been a major factor in the outcome .of the'battle; longer
delay on the enemy would.have been imposed-and, if the SECOND
Army had managed to get through E.LST within, the first -few days, • '•
the Hsrger bridgehead formed by the Bde might have iaade Just the
difference to the further progress of that Army north,.of ARNHEM.
>

The forecast of the photographic.interpretation and of the
225.
'I' appreciation., both RAF and /'.r^y, of the flak defences to be
.
.
• met in the area, proved very pessimi s.tic,
The forecast a.s to the suitability -of the D.Z;. and L.Z.
From subseauent
In the POLDEH country was alsqj pessimistic.
examination It would appear that pe.raohute troops could have
been dropped practically anywhere outside the built xxp a.nd
G-liders could also have been landed In places
wooded area.
It Is of course
previously considered as quite unsuitable.
realized that a good deal of dispersion could have been
-—
necessary In this case.
...../AIR
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Alii. SUPPOnT.
Close air support during the first afternoon of the opera
226.
If there had been a "cab
tion would have been invaluable.
rank" available then and on subseauent days, the effect on the
Close air support during
enemy would"have been considerable.
•the period when troops CT ere in movement might easily have
turned the scale a.nd allowed the whole of 1 Pars. Bde to have
Air formations must
concentrated near the main ARNHSM Bridge,,
not expect 'to be given pin point targets always when air support'
It was found that when a.rea targets were indicate^,
is demanded.
both for medium gun shoots and air support, the'results were
considerable and the effect on the enemy's morale immense. 'A
near miss within two hundred yds or so has a very shaking effect.
The support by Typhoon rocket aircraft was a great success
227.
and one could, have, wished that'many ra6re .sorties of a simlTa.r
There is no doubt that in P.IJ
nature had been forthcoming.
operation of this kind,'immediate air support must be'available
at very frequent intervals if wga'ther permits. 'Ta.c R aircraft
were asked for on many occasions but none ™ere allotted.- Both
these and _Arty R aircraft are forms of support which should be
automatic in an Airborne operation, or any- operation for that
,
.
.
.
'
matter, in the future <,
It is considered that there should be one to one Signal
228o
^working between the ground formation and the air forma.tlon whloh
is -actually detailed to provided close air support on call. • A
permanent allotment of a VCP to each Div HQ, for use on training
as well as on operations is a modern necessity.
-

I-oSL, and WtSAPOiMS.

It was found that the glider pilots, numbering some 11OO,
229.
who landed vr ith the Division took their part with success .in th
The benefit of their Initial
defensive -battle which followed.
If such
training and their ability to shoot was invaluable.
personnel" had been untrained they would have become a complete
In such numbers, 'if
liability very • early on in the battle.
untrp.lned, it is difficult to sea now how they could have been
tucked pway without becoming a complete menace to our own side
•and a liability as regards the' consumption of the small amount
of rations and water which was available.
It was found that the RASC and, of course, the H^ could
take their place in the line of battle with very efficient rq—
suit's. ; All -personnel in the Airborne Division/ -who are" likely
to beco'me, involved in a battle, must be given the maximum
Infantry 'and. weapon tra.ining that can be impp.rted in the time
available .
It is thought that we do not realise ;our ovm strength as
231;
It was not
regards the effect of the weapons whl^.h we possess.
unt.ii" the Div was put to it during the defensive battle and In
the" decreasing perimeter at ARMHEM that many of the '-s'oldie'rs
.apprac.ia.tec..- ho*"' ersily they could otop the German and destroy
The converse of course Is
him with the" weapons they possessed.
during the early stages
exaggerated
over
and
realised
soon
very
A very few G-ermpns with light automatic
of a battle.
sometimes managed to ..hold .up troops, f o.r much longer than was
'" : e can do this eaually as T~'ell, if not better,
anticipated..
but we must appreol-te what our.,.. weapons are for and w e must
lerrn to do early what we had to do in the end.

f
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232. The traiiae of the P.IiAiT. in thick country and. in built
up areas as a. tank destroying weapon is immense,• AIT ranks,nave
now complete confidence in its use and throughout ti$e battle
there was a constant cry for more Ps^I.A.T. and more bombs. An
increased establishment of these weapons for Para Bns and an
initial allotment for the Lt Regt and A tk Btys is being demanded.
MORALE AND DISCIPLINE.

'

-'

• ,.

,

...

233. Too much emphasis cannot be laid on the neccessity for the
strict insistence on discipline during training and preparation
for.battle.
It was borne out in every case that the better
trained and better disciplined the unit so the "better it fought.
Where, in.some cases, these factors were not as good as they
might have been, the results were very quickly shown.
The discipline of units. shown- during the withdrawal was •'
quite first class and their behaviour on the river bank until
light broke excellent.
234. ; Leadership- a.nd determination again showed themselves tothe maximum during this battle.
Numbers of men are'not of the
slightest use when the battle becomes really sticky, unless there
is an .officer or NCO who can, and does, lead them. Th.e succes
or otherwise of the action always reflects so-oner or later the
determination and guts of the particular leader who happens to
be responsible in that neighbourhood.
235. There is generally a c'erta.in amount -of sticklness amongst
units who are in the battle for the first tlmev This .disappears
in mos.t .ca.ses when the noises of battle have been experienced.
In ordina.ry formations units are broken in gently wherever possible
but this is never the case with an Airborne Division, who gener
ally drop straight into the middle of the battle -with little or
no tim.e to get its values correct.
236. One way in which this initial nervousness in battle shpwed
Itself was in the amount of indiscriminate shooting - which w e nt.
on during the first 48 hours.
Shooting at nothing in particularby individuals is a. contagious disease a.nd is extremely annoy
ing to everybody. This must be checked in the very early stages.
It must be impressed on Individuals that they should shoot only
at definite targets or if there is a definite suspicion..of a' •••
target in their area. This restriction would not, of .course;
apply when--a wood clearing operation or one of a similar nature
is taking place, when hosepipe methods or "marching fire" may
be just what • i's ''required.
.
•
The need for pre-battle training under conditions which,
are as rea.listic as possible cannot be over empha.sised.
TRAINING.

:.

237. More stress must .be la.ld on the Trainine: of. men to be more
individualistic, expeclally in thick and difficult country.
There is'always a tend'ency to bunch together and to look to the
local commander before taking any action. '?e are well behind
the German when it comes to infiltration as shown by their
snipers.
The value of night training was borne out and there
we ha.ve a tremendous.advantage over the German who very ssldom
displays any initiative during the hours of darkness.
This
inactivity on his- part during"the withdrawal enabled us to reach
the river bank. It is probable that; otherwise very heavy
casualties would have been suffered.

S T
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238. There Is still far too much respect for enemy property or
property of the country in which operations are taking place.
This results In a tendency In the early stages for the troops
to become road— bound and a failure to Infiltrate or manoeuvre
in the way that the situation requires* •
G-EftjEKAL POINTS.
239 j

JFUA.

The value of the FOU was proved* "The immediate support
given by medium artillery was ouite remarkable* To shoot at
the .range of 19,OOO yards on p. mpp reference target which Is
surrounded by our own troops only a few hundred yards away,
and do this without undue danger to them is a remarkable feat*
The tremendous confidence of the infantry was such that repeat
shoots were continually demanded and the medium artillery never
failed in their consistent and accurate support.
The 75 mm gun is not a good anti-tank weapon- at short
range, owing to the lack of a'shield to protect the personnel.It did extremely well in all other insta.nces in the' noraml role,
The need for, a third Anti-Tank Bty was shown. A third
bty had been organised out of Dlv resources before the • commence
ment of the battle and its value was found immense. It- was
found that anti-tank guns, either 6— pr or 17— pr, cannot be used Once in position they must stay in posit io-n.
as sniping weapons.
If tanks have to be ste.lked this must be carried out by anti
tank crews armed with Ps.I.A.T. and trained in tank hunting
This form of training must be practiced.
methods.
24Q.

,''.'-

'

.

R.E.

It is considered that all R.E. units within the Division
There is a distinct lack of equipment
should be homogeneous.
with the Para Son as at present organised.
The valu.e of the sapper as an Infantry soldier was proved
up to the hilt, They cannot , however, be asked both to fight as
infantry and work 'as sappers.-. They can .only do one thing at a
time.
Flame -throwing eoUlpment manned by sappers proved useful.''
Infantry.
l
———————
The value of carriers to battalions of both Para Bdes and
Airlanding Bde were proved. ' At least two per En are essential
;
in future.
241.

242.

Royal S ignal s . . ,

Communications ™ithln the" Airborne Division and to -'the
Base- and the next higher formation rieed drastic revision' and • - •'•'•
Improvement. The sets' at present in use are not satisfactory - ;/
In—all cases, The range attributed to sets was nearly always
found to be grossly exaggerated.
243. .' f^A^S. P.-
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, The whole o'uestion of air resupply needs reorganising'.
Some reliable, method of c'ommunioat im^ a change of SDP must be
Th-e'r^Cp control for c,lose support aircraft can be •-' evolved.
•'•>.
'
''
'
used for controlling air resupply.
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. -riucibers of jeeps w e re put out of action by air
burst; mortar firs and vehicles rnu-st be dug In as early as
possible In & defensive battle *
There Is no doubt that all ranks ca.n fight with much less
in the way of supplies than is normally prepared for.
^Ve should
concentrate on ammunition and be prepared mentally to exist on
very little food for considerably longer tha.n is normally.the
ca.se.
244'.
Fd Arabs should be homogeneous in future and conts.in a
parachute element, a gliderborne element and a seaborne element.
Some medics,! personnel should be allotted to each unit, however
small.
l supplies during the battle rapidly became short
s.nd in the majority of cases those wounded only received a
service field dressing.
In spite of little attention for four
or five days the condition of casualties remained extremely good*
FIMAL.
245.
In general the organisation of an Airborne Division showed
up extremely well.
Except for minor internal adjustments there
is little need for alteration.
246.
The lessons learnt in many cases are not new and they
serve as a reminder for constant attention during the preparation
period.
24V
The Operation ' MARKET ' was not 1OO^ a success and did not
end. -nuite as was intended.
The losses were heavy but all ranks
ise IP. te that the risks involved w.ere reasonable'. There is
ro doubt that all would willingly undertake another operation
under similar conditions in the future.
'fie have no regrets.

A.P.O* England.
1O Jan 45.
HEU/BB
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Commander,

1 Airborne Division.

